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PREFACE

The Study of Dissemination Efforts Supporting School Improvement
was a comprehensive, three-year examination of a broad spectrum of
federal and state dissemination activities. It included a close
look at selected strategies designed to improve schools by
promoting the adoption and use of new educational practices
developed with federal support. Sponsored by the Office of
Planning and Evaluation of the U.S. Department of Education, the
study was conducted by The NETWORK, Inc., in collaboration with
several other research and development organizations, including
the University of Texas' R&D Center for Teacher Education, the
American University's Knowledge Transfer Institute, the Center for
Policy Research and UCLA's Center for the Study of Evaluation.

The study examined four distinct levels of the educational,
system: federal, state, external agent, and local. A "zoom lens"
design began with an overview of forty-five programs in the U.S.
Department of Education that engaged in dissemination or
dissemination-related activities. Fifteen of these programs were
selected for in-depth analysis at the federal level. At the state
level, we examined dissemination activities in ten states
representative of the continental forty-eight.

Four strategies, each reflected in a selected federal program,
were chosen for in-depth investigation at the local level. The
strategies, and their programmatic exemplars, are:

Interpersonal Linkage of Validated Practices, exemplified
by the National Diffusion Network (NDN), including its ESEA
Title I subnetwork

Commercial Distribution, exemplified by the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped Marketing Program

State Administration of Dissemination, exemplified by ESEA
Title IV-C Adoption Grants

Local Development/Invention, exemplified by ESEA Title IV-C
Development Grants

A close look at 146 schools and school districts in the ten
states, whose improvement efforts were supported by one of these
programs, allowed us to answer three important questions:

1. To what extent are new practices supported by the federal
programs being implemented in schools?

2. What factors influence successful implementation?

3. How are policies, conceived at one level, implemented at
other levels?

4)
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Because three of the four programs chosen rely on implementing
practices developed outside the local setting, we were interested
in the vehicles employed by the programs for dissemination,
particularly the assistance provided by external agencies and
individuals.

rocusing-in the lens one more time, we conducted an intensive
field study of twelve of our local sites over the course of a
school year. Here, we were able to examine the interpersonal and
organizational dynamics surrounding implementation as school
people worked to incorporate innovative practices.

-

The study as a whole was a massive effort that required the
energies and resources of countless people. Altogether, we:

interviewed and surveyed over 5,000 educators;

accumulated over 1500 hours of interview tapes;

spent over 700 person-days "on the road;"

made approximately 150 observltions; and

analyzed over 400 documents.

The three years were spent in design (Year 1), data collection
(Years 1 and 2), and data analysis (Years 2 and 3).

The master report, People, policies,'and Practices: Examining_the
Chain of School improvement, consists of ten volumes which
describe the results of the study. Volume i (Setting the Stage
for a Study of School improvement) sets the study within a
framework of federal school improvement policies and past studies
of these policies. The objectives, design, and researuh
methodologies used in the study ace also described.

Volume ii (Portraits of the Changes, the Players, and the
Contexts) describes what was found in the 146 school districts
that comprised our local site sample. Characteristics of the
people, the innovations, and the settings are reported, as are the
contributions of external assistance and the outcomes accrued from
involvement in school improvement.

Volume iii (Models of Change) introduces the causal ..todels of the
school improvement process that helped us determine what factors
influenced success. The findings are reported for several
outcomes at both the organizational (school) and individual
(teacher) level.

in Volume iV (Innovation U Close: A Field Study in Twelve School
Settings. , we examine the dynamics of twelve districts -- varying
in experience with the new practices, in community type, and in
the scope of their efforts -- involved in improvement efforts
supported by the National Diffusion Network or ESEA Title IV-C
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Local Development Grants. The volume provides an in-depth picture
of the motivations, behaviors and aspirations of school people as
'new practices are implemented and maintained.

Volumes V, VI and VII analyze the government's role in
dissemination for school improvement. In Volume V (Dissemination
for School Improvement: An Analysis of Nine Federal Education
Pro rams), we profile nine widely different federal programs
sponsors by the then U.S. Office of Education. The volume
examines the assumptions underlying the programs, and how these
shaped each program's dissemination strategy.

In Volume VI (Dissemination at the National Institute of
Education: Contending Ideas about Research, Practice, and the
Federal Role), six federal dissemination programs funded by the
NIE are examined. We tell the story of the programs' emergence,
implementation, and -- to the degree possible -- impact, and
discuss implications of the programs for the federal role in
dissemination.

In Volume VII (Configuration of Federal and State Dissemination
Activities), we present a comparative analOis of federaF-state
relationships for dissemination and school improvement in our ten
sample states. We examine the impact of federal initiatives and
other critical influences on the roles and operations of state
education agencies.

Volume VIII (The Infrastructure of Innovation: The Case of the
National Diffusion N twork) examines the communication and rewards
structure of a single federal program -- the National Diffusion
Network. We examine the NDN as a decentralized service delivery
system which has evolved to a grass-roots effort with greatly
reduced dependence upon federal leaders for direction and
control. Network analysis, based on a census of all members and
adjuncts of the NDN, provides interesting insights into a unique
federal program.

Volumes IX and X summarize our efforts. Volume IX (Implications
for Action) integrates findings from all components of the study,
an5discusses implications for policy and practice at all levels
of the educational enterprise. Volume X, our Executive Su..,aary,
provides a distillation of study methods and findings for a
general audience, as well as an annotated bibliography of the
report series and related study documents.
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SUMMARY: VOLUME vIII

Volume VIII focuses exclusively on one particular federal
dissemination program, the National Diffusion Network, examining
how the program functions as a service delivery system.
Hypothesizing that the NDN constitutes an "open system," the
volume explores its central organizational aspects and practices
within the context of its transformation from a set of independent
contractors serving federal policy goals to an enterprising
grass-roots organization far less dependent on federal leaders for
direction and control.

The analysis of vie NDN is designed to answer five specific
questions about the delivery system:

-- What is a service delivery system?

-- How has the grass-roots nature of the system affected
policy objectives?

-- What rewards do participants derive?

-- How can the structure of this system be characterized?

-- What can we learn from the NDN?

To answer these questions, the application of theory tJ the
. development and maintenance of the NDN is combined with a network
analysis of survey data gathered from NON participants.

The survey included all Developer/Demonstrators, State
facilitators, technical assistance contractors, and federal
employees, with every funded participant in the NDN being mailed a
questionnaire. iqe overall response rate is 69%, with the typical
responderthaving 7 years of post-secondary education and 3.5
years association with the NDN.

The questionnaire was developed to measure (a) perceptions of the
NDN goals and how these perceptions differed from those of federal
policy makers; (b) level of participation and receipt of rewards
from paretTtipation; and (c) the communication network among
particibants on four dis.ensions -- communication about the work of
the individual, new ideas, social topics, and the identity of
opinion leaders.

The results of the study indicate that the NDN is an integrated
service delivery, system which provides an important-and successful
example of federal-state-local collaboration. The NDN suggests
that by assuming (1) people will act responsibly,
(2) practitioners have the expertise to direct change, and (3) the
federal government can play a coordinating rather than power
broker role -- the federal government can effect significant
change with relatively few resources.

vii
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The implications for policy implementation which car be drawn from
the study's findings include;

The federal government can share power; when federal
personnel believe that their actions nave sign4ficant
meaning, they may well be more ready to make political
compromises that promote the quality of service delivery.

The distribution of innovation can occur through designed
communication networks. If participants arl, geran some
control over the character of the innovations diffused,
actors worthy of respect in their area of expertise, and are
provided opportunities to communicate, it is possible to
construct alffective dynmamic that leads to (but is not
itself) a net ork.

Continuity OfIthe dele/ei.'y system is important in order that
ipersonnel have the necessary time to become experts in the
field.

. 47k.

Joint planning involving participants as well as federal
employees is also an important factor.

A reduced public rolefor the federal government can be
successful when eloaghtfully cor:Aructea. NDN's

/
representatives 66"its audiences are not members of a
federal btifeaucracybut mbers of the audience, or people
with whom the audien. c n I identify.

viii
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Introduction

The purpose of this component of the rasearch effort is to
consider the experiences of the National Diffusion Network (NDN)
as a service delivery system. The NDN is a unique confederation
of federal, state, and local educational personnel. Its purpose
is the dissemination and implementation of school improvement
practices (innovations) developed with federal sent. money.

A great deal has been discussed in other volumes of this report
series about the mechanics of transfering innovations between NON
personnel and local schools (Loucks, Bauchner, Crandall, Schmidt &
Eiseman, 1982a; Loucks, Cox, Miles, Huberman & Eiseman, 1982). We
will not dwell on these issues. Here our attention is directed
towards the nature of the NDN itself. The question of how the NDN
functions as a service delivery system is important to the
dissemination community and to the wider political community. For
better or worse, educational decisions are political events, and
the administrative labyrinth of education expresses the commonweal
through as much red tape as any other governmental agency. But
the NDN is different. The NON began as a confederation of federal
program personnel and contractors. It continues its work as an
interdependent system of committed individuals, whatever their
origin. The thesis of this volume is that the transformation is a
product of the communication practices required of program
participants. An artifact of these requirements is the
development of the NON as a service delivery system that
exemplifies the best in interagency governmental cooperation.

The NDN was established to encourage the use of validated
educational products and practices. As originally applied, the
concept of educational "network" referred to connections between
those who developed educational practices, and those who might
meaningfully apply the practices in the daily education of
American youth. The network was understood to be a framework to
facilitate the communication of innovations (Rogers & Schoemaker,
1971; Taylor, 1977).

At issue here is the transformation of the NDN from a set of
independent contractors serving federal policy goals to an
enterprising grass-roots system that influences the goals,
objectives, and value.; of the secondary derivations of the
original policy. This development occurred over a period of
several years, but at the time of the collection of data reported
here, the NON could be characterized as an "open system."

1
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We will argue that to be an open system, a confederation of
individuals must exhibit a common set of values, rule-homophyly (a
'resemblance arising from common ancestry), governed behavior,
reward systems, leadership, a sense of identity, and communication
linkages; and it must act collaboratively to support the whole
idea even at the expense of members (Miller, 1972). EVidence
reported here addresses specific questions of homophyly, rewards,
and communication network structure among the participants.

The why of this analysis is important. A key issue in modern
American politics is federalism, or neofederalism. Neofederalism
is a concept which has come to mean a reduction of regulatory
control over social policy, the direct sharing of tax revenues,
and participation in program design and execution by local
governmental agencies. Historically, federalism has implied the
direct control of social and economic events by the action of
representatives of the federal government. In its best form this
leads to a reduction of spending through centralized control,
without loss of service. In an era of shifting expectations,
however, centralization and the rules that accompany centralized
control prevent flexible responses to the contingent circumstances
of modern political decision-making. In fact, the rate of change
is such that a rule is obsolete at the time it is published. The
centralization of control expands the bureaucracy and leads to
regulatory etrents more in line with the needs of the federal
government than the beneficiaries of federal programs (Downs,
1967). It has been noted that what plays in Washington does not
necessarily play in Peoria. Nenfederalism, on the other hand,
implies a partnership between the government and those it serves.

At the present time, as at other Feriods in our history, the right
of the federal government to arbitrate events is being
challenged. 1 e Department of Education's right to mandate
busing, set standards for nutrition, determine basic curriculum
issues, and on and on, is contested even by those who are the
beneficiaries of the regulations. Americans are uneasy over the
right of any agency of the federal government to devise standards'''.
and impose them -- whatever the end.

The NDN isa partnership. The NDN connects an agency of the
federal government, state bureaucracies, contractors, and local.
schools. Its members are, by and large, not themselves members of
the federal government. Its goal is to provide curriculum choices
for schools throughout the country that conform to regulated
practice standards and generally accepted principles of
statistical review. The sources of the innovations are the
developers: development itself was subsidized by the government
under any number of social development policies in the
Johnson-Nixon eras.

Personnel who participate formally in the NDN are "borrowed."
They are teachers, academicians, school administrators,
educational specialists, state-level educational bureaucrats, and
members of the Department of Education. In many cases, they were
plucked from active lives in American' schools and given the nation
as a classroom.

2
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The use of the services of the NDN also is voluntary. No school
is compelled to buy; no State department is ordered to be
represented. The dollars are relatively trivial. The degree of
administration is low. The numbers of people involved is modest
(roughly 500). Yet the impact is staggering, More than 60,000
schools have adopted programs, impacting over 12,000,000
students. Moreover, some of the most innovative uses of NDN
services are found in the states that protest federal involvement
in the schools.

While the results of the program have been impressive, the gains
have not been without problems. The NON is both a policymaker's
dream and a nightmare. It is a dream where it accomplishes the
aspirations of the policymaker inexpensively. It becomes
nightmarish for the policymaker when tne system takes knowledge of
itself and sets its own destiny.

A

In this document the NDN is examined as a system. In particielar
we ask the following questions:

What is a service delivery system ?
.

How has the grass-roots nature of the System impacted policy
objectives?

What rewards do participants derive?

How can th'e structure of this system be characterized?

What can we learn from the NDN?

To answer these questions, we combine the application of
communication theory to the development and maintenance of the NON
with a network analysis of survey data gathered from NON
participants,

What is a Service Delivery System?

A system can be said to exist whenever an observed event can be
predicted upon the ordered behavior of antecedent Avents. The
judgment or degree of "spitemness" depends upon how routinely
behavior is ordered to yield an outcome. The concept of "system"
can be applied to the behavior of cells within an organism, the
behavior of like organisms supporting one another's survival, and
the behavior of groups of like organisms participating in an
ecology. For biological systems, recognition of the role an
organism plays in the system is not a prerequisite to the judgment
that events are systematic: the observation of pattern is
sufficient.

We apply the concept of system, however ironically, to the
organizations we participate in. Unlike the ecology, we recognizi
the systematic nature of an organizational relationship.

3
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Furthermore, we constrain our behavior to promote the well-being
of the whole. As systems, organizations exhibit:

purposeful behavior -- the object of participants is the
realization of some goal.

patterned outcomes -- through repetitive cycles of behavior,
labeled "enactment cycles" by Karl Weick (1969), the
desirable outcomes are produced over and over again. In
general, the major goal of a system is given as the sum of
the desirable outcomes (e.g., so many adopting schools, so
much profit, so many widgits), even though the behavior of
individual members of the system is always the production of
the next unit.

role differentiation -- to the degree that the goal requires
specialization, participants exhibit different behavior.

structure -- through the interaction of nodes as they engage
in production behavior, the whole of the system is itself
ordered or, structured. The system is said to be "designed"
when differentiation is a deliberate nonrandom assignment.
Formal structure consists of those roles that are
subordinated to rules imposed by the assignee. Informal
roles are those behaviors that occur through incidental
contact. Given formal patterns of behavior, incidental
contact will be repetitious and, over time,
indistinguishable from formal, assigned behavior.

A system is simply patterned behavior that supports the attainment
of a goal. In that sense, very little of what we do is
nonsystematic. What makes systems interesting, and the NDN
particularly interesting, is when the system takes on properties
not intended by the designer.

A service delivery system is the organization of resources to
onvert the concepts of policy into activity in a social
structure. As such, relations among participants are arbitrated
by political concerns. At the heart of any policy is an
ideological assumption about what resources will solve a
particular problem. In the case of the NDN, the problem is
upgrading the quality of American education. An ancillary problem
is increasing the impact of federal research and development funds
in education. To increase the impact of improved practices, more
users have to be identified and invited to use the practices.
Presumably, there are several ways to accomplish this. First, a
law could be passed which commanded use -- an idea
constitutionally unacceptable. Second, products can be packaged
and marketed -- an idea which defeats some of the purposes of the
original program, developers, since there is no control over
implementation. Third, individuals can be paid to facilitate the
distribution and implementation of practices in ways consistent
with original design. This latter option was chosen by
policymakers who established the NDN. Once that concept was put

4
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into place, however, the exact nature of the facilitation activity
was put into the hands of those who were responsible ior doing
it. Through successive iterations, their behavior, strategies,
and preference orderings became the operational and then the
conceptual definition of a policy.

Individuals who plan systems have several major instruments of
control at their disposal (Galbraith, 1977). First, system
planners can control the behavior of the system by setting
standards of goal attainment and increasing or withdrawing
rewards, depending upon the degree to which elements of the system
contribute to goal attainment. Second, system planners can
control the behavior of a system by specifying rules of behavior.
Again, rewards are provided or withdrawn, depending upon the
individual's degree of compliance.

Open systems differ from closed systems in that open systems
experience evolutionary development. The nature of an open system
is relatively independent of the initial arrangements of its
component parts. Open systems respond to feedback from the
surrounding environment in such a way that order and organization
increase over time. These processes occur because open systems
are self-regulating -- they respond to positive and negative
feedback.

We believe that the NDN is an open system. It is a simple matter
to demonstrate that, from the start, the NDN had the elements of a
formal system: purpose, differentiation, pattern, structure, and
rewards-based control mechanisms. What happened to the design of
that system over its life span is much more interesting. While
remaining dependent upon federal funds, the NDN has grown into a
self-regulating system with greatly reduced dependence upon its
federal masters for direction and control.

The lesson to be learned is an old one: a rolling stone does
indeed gather no moss. If, in developing the new federalism,
partnerships between members of the government and the
constituencies served lead to self-regulating systems, the
resulting systems develop political and economic wills of their
own.

Accomplishments of the NM.]

This particular document is concerned with the NDN and its
organizational practices. We are offering it as an exemplary
demonstration of federal policy implementation. Before detailing
our analysis, it is important to get a feel for the
accomplishments of the NDN.

The National Diffusion Network, launched in 1974, consists of
Developer/Demonstrator projects, State Facilitator projects, and
federal personnel and consultants who assist these two groups. A
State Facilitator identifies school districts within a given state
and arranges an opportunity Eor teachers and educational
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specialists from that district to learn about practices that are
approved." An approved practice is made available by a

Developer/Demonstrator. A practice might be a mathematics
curriculum, an alternative high school, or even an administrative
procedure. Any practice represented through the NDN was
demonstrated to have been an effective educational technique
through statistical analysis. The Developer/Demonstrator, in most
cases, was the person who designed the practice originally, and
typically was funded for that devqopment through ESEA Title III
and Title /V-C seed monies.* The operations of State Facilitators
and Developer/Demonstrators are described in sections that follow.

The results of NON activity, however, speak for themselves. Data
reported here are findings from the Study of Dissemination
Efforts Supporting School Improvement. This study was
commissioned by the US Office of Education as a broad analysis of
dissemination policies subsidized by the Department of Education.
The NDN is one of the 45 dissemination programs incorporated in
the larger study.

The study was keenly interested in the impact of these
dissemination programs on classrooms. Did changes in practice
actually result from all of this activity? We measured change by
identifying the principal components of classroom innovations
supported and disseminated by the federal programs, and examining
their presence or absence in classrooms which were represented as
adopters." Change was characterized in terms of what a

respondent was doing in the classroom ,after the adoption of a new
practice, compared to the teacher's former classroom practice.

A total of 186 classrooms in 48 schools located in 10 states that
had adopted NON innov,ationL were examined.. Teachers (users) were
interviewed and completed a questionnaire, as did the principal in

-"each building. The average classroom experienced 9.6 units of
change on a scale that varied from minus 21 to plus 33. Thirteen
percent of the sites had no change, or changed in way'
inconsistent with the practices they adopted, while 50% of the
sites exceeded a change of 8 units. Eighty-seven percent of the
sites experienced some cnange in the direction of implementation.
Finally, 15% of the sites reflected changes of 20 units or more.
In a comprehensive analysis, it was discovered that the more
different the NDN innovation was from prior classroom practice,
the greater the likelihood of successful implementation.

In putting this into perspective, we offer the following
additional insights:

92% of our respondents intended to maintain their use of the
practice or expand it to other classes,

*It should be noted that while the vast majority of the early
Developer/Demonstrators had their origins in Title III/IV-C, the
roster has grown increasingly diverse in later years, now
representing developments originally sponsored by all the major
program offices within the Department of Education, including the
National Institute of Education.
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71% of the respondents indicated that their adoption
accomplished all the goals they had set for it, and another
9% stipulated that the practice partially achieved what they
had set out to do, and

89% of the users felt personally rewarded by their
participation.

In addition, we measured the benefits of the new practices for our
respondents in a number of ways. We asked our subjects open-ended
questions about benefits that they and their students had received
for participation. We asked what problems they encountered along
the way. To summarize:

a 68% of our respondents reported some kind of direct student
benefit,

62% of our respondents reported that the level of
achievement of their students improved as a result of their
participation,

55% reported positive changes in student attitudes toward
schooling,

51% of tho administrators reported improved student
achievement,

.Of the problems experienced by teachers, 21% rep;, ted some
difficulties in managing the classroom, 30% reported some
difficulties in implementing the new teaching methods, and
30% reported needing more time to work with the new
practices, and

52% of the respondents indicated that gain in achievement
(by their students) was the single most important benefit
they received, while 26% indicated that either an improved
instructional approach (10%), better organized curriculum
(17%), or improved assessment procedures (9%),' constituted
the major benefit.

We offer the following conclusions. Sizable numbers of schools
and districts are adopting exemplary educational practices through
the National Diffusion Network, and most are implementing the new
practices with considerable fidelity. In turn, adopters report
that the benefits of adoption are substantial, and that these
benefits outweigh drawbacks by a wide margin. Further, these
results are be,c1 achieved at costs that are quite modest compared
with those of many federal demonstration programs.'

IA more detailed report of these and other findings can be found
in Volume II of this report series: A Portrait of the Changes,
the Players, and the Contexts.

7
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Studying the NDN as a System: Research Methods

In order to study the NDN as a system, a questionnaire was
designed and distributed to all NDN members. The items in the
questionnaire measured-

perception of NDN goals,

understanding of the federal perspective on NDN goals,

length of NDN service,

education,

receipt of prerequisites or rewards,

satisfaction, and

the communication netwlrk among participants bn four
dimensions -- communicaUon about the work of the
individual, new ideas,.social topics, and the identity of
opinion leadee3

The questionnaire wasJ mailed to every funded Participant in the
NDN, including all D veloper/Demonstrators, State) Facilitators,
technical assistance (TA) contractors, and federal emPloy'es
active in the program. For purposes of this research:

A Dev:.luper/Demonstrator (15/D) is an individual or a project
funded to disseminate a specific practice;

A State Facilitator (SP) is a project director withih a
state who is responsible for the promotion of NDN products
and practices within the state;

A technical assistance contractor is a consultant who has
derived significant revenue through the puovision of
services (e.,., training, evaluation, consultation) to NDN
D/Ds and/or 6Fsy and

Federal"employees are individua). with direct oversight,
policymaking responsibility, or who are-charged with
promw:ing NDN services in the is area of jurisdiction.
Included are project officers, regional educational
directors, dissemination specialists, members of the Joint
Dissemination Review Panel, and the like.

Three-hundred and seventy-one individuals were identified and
mailed a questionnaire. There was no sampling; the entire
population was included. Table 1 gives response rates by type of
respondent.

8
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Table

r,

1. Return Rates for NDN Census Questionnaire

Respondent
Group

Number
Dittributed

Number
Returned

Percent
Returned

SF 100 1.
63 63%

DID
_...

188 137 73%

Technical
Assistant 41 28 68%

Federal
Employee 42 29 69%

Overall response rate is 69%, a rate considered acceptable for the
network analydis section of the questionnaire.

...-

The typical respondent had 7 years of post- secondary elucation and
had been funded by the NDN for 3.5 years. Technical assistance
personnel tended to have considerably greater length of service
with their host agencies, 7.5 years on the average.

A copy of the questionnaire is included as Appendix A.
Essentially, three methods were incorporated. Respondents were
given a list of twelve goals for the NDN which were derived from
interviews and content a.alyses of program documents. The goals
were to:

1. improve student attitudes toward learning

2. improve teacher attitudes toward teaching

3. assure the use of alternative practices and materials by
teachers

4. moniior and evaluate the effectiveness of the
dissemination process

5. increase local educators' awareness of the availability of
alternative practices and materials

6. develop alternative practices and materials for elementary
and secondary schools

7. improve communication among ed,;cators

8. raise achievement scores

9. increase the adoption of alternative practides and
materials

9 c
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10. build communication among dissemination contractors

11. provide training and technical assistance to local schools

12. replicate model programs (achieve "fidelity ").

Each respondent was asked to rank these goals in terms of their
order of preference: first, how important was each goal to their
personal work habits, and second, how important was each goal to
the program's sponsors (i.e., the federal government)? Data are
displayed by role group in the tables that follow. The object was
to determine both where people invested. their energy, and how
different their perceptions of priority were from those of federal
policymakers. We obtained information on what contractors
thought, and what they thought official policies were. It should
be noted that since federal policymakers also responded, we
learned what the policymakers thought, and what they thought
'official policy was. Thus, several interesting comparisons were
possible.

The second portion of the questionnaire measured levels of
participation and receipt of rewards. Included here were
dichotomous items measuring satisfaction, perceptions of
leadership roles, opportunities to present papers and attend
conferences, length of service, and education.

The third section of the questionnaire measured the communication
network. Respondents were asked to specify how much time they
spent interacting with all other respondents in the year prior to
their receipt of the questionnaire. In the section on network
analysis, an explanation of the procedure is provided.
Essentially, the technique allowed us to discuss the system
characteristics of the NDN as a whole,

Goals of NDN Participants

The issues here are both the goals that members of the system
aspire to, and the discrepancy between the goals of members and
the goals of federal personnel responsible for the regulation of
the system.

Federal documents were analyzed to identify the most frequentlF'
mentioned goals of the NDN. The list was compiled and reproduced
on the questionnaire. Respondents were instructed to rank the
goals, first in terms of how important each goal was to their own
activities, and second, how important they felt each goal was to
the Office of Education.

By comparing data sets, it can be established how important
various,goals were to each group of respondents, how discrepant
respondents' goals were from what they believed here federal
objectives, and what the actual ranking of the items were from
federal representatives.
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Table 2 lists the average respondent rankings for each goal.
There was general agreement that "improving student attitudes
toward learning" was important. SFs and TAs (technical
assistants) were inclined to view "creating awareness of
alternative practices" as the most important goal. There was wide
agreement that "providing training assistance" was important.
Interestingly, the goal of "increasing the adoption of alternative
practices" was seen as less important than "creating awareness"
and "improving attitudes" of both teachers and students. One
suspects that participants view themselves more as agents of
general change and development in schools than as representatives
of a particular change. This is somewhat borne out by the fact
that "replicating model programs" is not regarded highly by any
group; not surprisingly, for TA personnel the goal ranks last.

Attention should be focused on thf- major discrepancy between
federal and NDN personnel. The federal respondents ranked
"student achievement" as the second most important goal. To the
practitioners in the program, direct achievement benefits are
relatively unimportant. Table 3 indicates that all respondents
were well aware of how important the Office of Education regarded
this goal. Despite this, participants did not believe that
achievement was very importaRt to their activities.

A close examination of Table3 indicates that NDN personnel
believe themselves to be more at odds with the desires of federal
policymakers than is, in fact, the case. For instance,
respondents do all groups, excepting federal, believe that
"improving .student and teacher attitudes" is of little relative
importance to. policymakers (rank 11"and 12, respecti&ely). These
goals are shown in Table 2 to be at the heart of what federal
respondents believe they are trying to achieve: federal personnel
rate the goal at the very top.

At the same time, respondents overestime-1 the importance of
goal 4, "evaluating the effectiveness of the dissemination
process." TA personnel are accurate in predicting the importance
(if this goal to depattment officials, while riDs and SFs assign it
excessive importance.

In general, the tables indicate that these is a high degree of
agreement among all participants on the principal objectives of
the NDN program, as held by policymakers. Raw scores on Tables
and B (see Appendix B) reduce discrepancies even further. Most
variations among participants in terms of how they ranked the
different goals, and in terms of their perceptions of federal
goals, are consistent with variations in the roles of the
individuals. For instance, federal respondents rate the
importance of raising achievement scores considerably higher than
any other participant group, as would be expected by their own
political constituency. SFs rate "increasing awareness" at the
top, as do consultants. Both SFs and consultants have "spreading
the gospel" as their principal wisdom.



Table 2. Average Rank Order of Goals in Tetms of Perceived
Importance to the Respondent

Improve student attitudes
toward learning

. Improve teacher attitudei
toward teaching

. Assure the use of alternative
practices and materials by
teachers

. Monitor and evaluate the
effectiveness of th.1
dissemination process

. Increase local educators'
awareness of the. availability
of alternative practices and
materials

6. Develop alternative practices
and materials for elementary
and secondary schools

7. improve communication among
educators

. Raise achievement scores

All
?*decal
Staff D/Ds SPs

Technical.
Assistants

1 1 1 4 9

3 4 2 3 8

6 8 7 6

8 6 9 10 5

....

..\

2 3 4 1 1

11 11 . 10 12 10

10 10 11 4

7 2 7 9 11
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Table 2. Average Rank Order of Goals in Teims of Perceived
Importance to4the Respondent (Continued)

r /

All
Federal
Staff D/Ds SFs

Technical
Assistants

9. Increase the adoption of.
alternative practices'and
materials

5 6 5 5 2

10. Build communication
,

among
dissmeination contractors

12 12 12 11 7

11. Provide training and technical
assistance to local schools

3 5 3 2 2

12. Replicate model program (achieve 9 9 9 8 12
"fidelity")

4

4 4.



Table 3. Average Rank Order of Goals in Terms of Perceived
Importance to the Federal Governmen't

All
Federal
Staff D/Ds SPs

Technical
Assistants

1. Improve student attitudes
toward learning

11 6 10 12 10

2. Improve teacher attitudes
toward teaching

12 9 12 10 9

3. Assure the use of alternative
practices and materials by
teachers

4 4 6 5 3

4. Monitor and evaluate the
effectiveness of the
dissemination process

5 8 4 4 7

5. Increase local educators'
awareness of the availability
of alternative practices and
materials

2 3 3 2 2

6. Develop alternative practices
and materials for elementary
and secondary schools

8 10 7 6 6

. Improve communication among
educators

10 11 9 11 12

. Raise achievement scores 7 1 7 7 4
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Table 3. Average Rank Order of Goals in Terms cof Perceived
Importance to the Federal Government (Continued)

Federal Technical
All Staff Dgs SPs Assistants

9. Increase the adoption of
alternative practices and
materials

1 2 1 1

10. Build communication among
dissemination contractors

9 12 '11 7 11

11. Provide training and
technical assistance to local
schools.

6 7 5 7 8

12. Replicate model programs
(achieve "fidelity").

3 5 2 3 15
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Beyond these modest differences, there is substantial consensus on
the direction the NDN is taking. The finding of consensus is
important, because it supports the notion that the system can grow-
and develop without becoming dangerously at odds with policy
objectives. What probably happens is that the reciprocity
principle applies to participants in this type of entity. Since
there are few direct reporting relations, almost all relationships
depend upon mutual accommodations.

Were one to look at the goals from the original form of the NDN,
one'would be inclined to rank implementation, adoption, and
communication as the principal goals. Through the process of
system development, attitude change has come to be the dominant
objective. Moreover, attitude change is an objective sustained by
federal personnel even though they have reservations about the
degree of importance those goals hold within the agencies they
represent.

Roles of NON Participants

To better understand the findings about goals, more detail is
needed about what those involved in the NDN actually do. Again,
the NDN is composed of two types of funded projects -- SFs and
D/Ds (State Facilitators and Developer/Demonstrators). A
nationwide network of State Facilitators constitutes the permanent
backbone of the National Diffusion Network. Their responsibility
is to keep school people in their states (or substate region)
alert to new educational practices that may fit their needs,
assist them in choosing and trying out appropriate new practices
in their own classrooms, provide various resources. (e.g., money,
materials, specialized help) to facilitate the implementation of
the new practices, and help coordinate the collection of
evaluation data and monitoring information. By virtue of their
location close to local schools in their states, State
Facilitators provide a low-energy access point for school people
trying to upgrtde the instruction offered children. State
Facilitators can be thought of as promoting an ongoing process of
school improvement by retraining teaching personnel in the use of
.classroom practices whose effectiveness has been independently
validated.

The other funded partner in this school improvement enterprise is
the Developer/Demonstrator. These projects have been validated by
a Department of Education (ED) panel responsible for reviewing
evidence that programs nominated for "exemplary" status are
actually effective. (As of October, 1982, nearly 30% of the 362
panel-approved projects were receiving NDN funds.) The D/Ds
represent a pool of proven approaches to teaching a broad array of
content. The majority of current D/Ds focus on the early yeats
and elementary grades, with a strong basic skills emphasis. A
number of other important areas, such as gifted, science, and
career education are also represented.

3U
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It is important to understand where National Diffusion Network
Projects come from, and how the network differs from past federal
efforts. The vast majority of the D/Ds represent innovations
developed by local schools with initial support from federal
sources, such as ESEA Title IV -C, Title I, and the Office of
Special Education. Many are a part of the array of model
demonstration programs begun in the mid-1960s with the support of
federal funds.

The use of a demonstration approach to improving classroom
instruction is a time-honored tradition. By the early 1970s,
however, itwas increasingly clear that widespread improvement or
change was not being achieved by simply funding demonstrations.
Too often, these had a passive approach to outreach and
concentrated only on meeting local needs, not on helping others
outside the developing school or site to try out and use the new
practice. The accumulating experience of program managers,
bolstered by a growing consensus of research findings (Berman &
McLaughlin, 1975)), led to the conclusion that while better
practices were surely being developed, their transfer was not
occurring 'very effectively. The federal investment in
instructional innovation was not being translated into
cost-effective transfer And widespread improvement in the
educational enterprise.

In 1972, the Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) was created
to provide an internal quality control mechanism for the Office of
Education -- to better ensure that any federal support for
dissemination to a nationwide audience was provided only to
prOjects that convinced a panel of independent experts that the
practice was indeed effective (e.g., in improving student
achievement or student attitude toward learning). In 1974, the
National Diffusion Network was established to support widespread
adoption of any projects that passed the panel.

The State facilitators of the National Diffusion Network supplied
the missing link in this approach to school improvement: their
mission was to be the active promoters of improved instruction in
their states. They offer schools a pool of proven alternatives
(the Developer/Demonstrators), help them match up these
alternatives to their needs, and help them secure the training,
materials, and support needed for an instructional change. Thus,
the SPs, by joining up with the D/Ds who themselves now had a
mission, (and money) for active national outreach, were able to
facilitate the transfer of innovations from around the country
into their own states. And together, the D/Ds and SFs were able
to capitalize on the federal development investment (averaging
around $300,000 per project) and realize adoptions of these
practices in hundreds of schools in each state at a fraction of
the development costs. (Estimates suggest an average of
$4,000-$5,000 of federal money supports a typical adoptic'.)

Over the six years of the NDN's existence, increasingly effective
techniques have evolved for reaching potential adopters, informing
them about NDN programs, training them, helping solve problems
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encountered during implementation, and helping them assess the
results. To help all D/Ds and SFs keep abreast of the best in
'current practice, the NDN has funded an independent technical
assistance contractor. NON officials see this service as
especially useful, ensuring that new D/Ds and SFs get access to
techniques and insights already developed by experienced members
of the network, and helping all members respond to new system
priorities.

The federal leadership:

defines and sustains a mission -- school improvement through
training of local educators in validated practices;

exercises a definitive quality control responsibility --
through the Joint Dissemination Review Panel, which is
intended to serve as a kind of benign consumer protector;

provides a diverse array of proven alternatives --
Developer /Demonstrator projects, which get federal support
for their interstate dissemination activities;

supports other improvement partners -- State Facilitators,
whose job is to promote choice on the part of local school
people committed to improvement; and

provides the means -- through technical assistance
contractors -- for the funded projects to refine their
skills and share their 'earnings to increase the
cost-effectiveness of the entire enterprise.

The system which has evolved is perhaps unique. The federal
sponsor, using a flexible and supportive management style, has
stimulated educators at the state and local levels to join
together to improve the choices, offered children in thousands of
classrooms. In contrast to so many "top-down" strategies for
promoting change, the National Diffusion Network has emerged as a
"bottom-out" strategy -- local teachers (D/Ds) teaching other
teachers (adopters) with the assistance of close-at-hand process
helpers (SFs).

Given this picture, we return to the goal statements for more
in-depth discussion. An interesting facet of the goal statements
is the general agreement among participants about what is
important to their activities. Modest deviations can be
attributed to differentiation and specialization of participants.

As noted, it is important for federal personnel to see student
achievement as a principal objective. For federal personnel the
achievement`-gaal was ranked second. For most other respondent
groupS, the goal ranked seventh to eleventh. Interestingly, the =

only group that predicted the federal personnel's point of view
was the D /Ds. This can be explained by the requirement that D/Ds
conduct evaluations of the impact of their projects on schools.
This is a rigorous requirement, and one that clearly points to an
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emphasis on student outcomes. Improved achievement for the
disadvantaged was at the bottom of the enabling ESEA legislation
that produced the entitlements. The rhetoric of achievement
continues to dominate the political lives of federal personnel.

D/Os spend their time promoting their practices. However,
adoption of innovations as a goal is subordinated to changing
attitudes, providirl training, and developing awareness of
alternative practices. Replication, a concept that underlies the
importance of experimentally validated projects, ranks only 9
among Dips.

The system role of the D/D becomes less that of-a salesperson of a
specific practice than an agent of change in the educational
community. The O/D plays the role of communicating the need for
educational development to audiences that span the nation.

Presumably, the protection of the system depends more on the
e^ iction within audiences that change is important, than it
c,.ends upon adoption in any given instance. The NDN has survived
its budget crises, not only because of the-adoptions it has
brought about, but because its constituency supports its
philosophy of awareness and attitude change. The role of the D/D
originally was to "sell" programs. That role has been transformed
to more of a change generalist, and less, of a practice specialist.

The SFs echo the D/Ds' perspective. Their mission is awareness,
training and attitude change. They differ from the D/D in the
nature of their constituency -7 a state -- and in the support the
system offers for their role.. They are supposed to help identify
.local needs and fill them with D/Ds. In discussing this point
with NDN personnel, it became clear that the overlap in the role
of the D/D in local schools is a continuing source of conflict
among NDN participants. The question D/Ds ask is what value does
the Sp have, if his or her role is the one that D/Ds play in the
field?

To the TA personnel, awareness and the adoption of practices are
most important. This is interesting because, in general,,
technical assistance personnel have little direct contact with
local schools. Instead, the TA personnel instruct, consult, and
evaluate NON practitioners. They are the promoters of the concept'
of marketing practices within the NDN family.

This complex and dynamic picture of roles and goals is further
enhanced when we seek to understand the rewards received by
participants in the NDN. In the next section, we describe how
individual rewards have helped to shape the open system of the NDN.

) Rewards cf NDN Participants

The rewards of participation in the NDN are substantial (see
Table 4). First, both D/Ds and SFs find rewards in the
responsibility they are given for promoting the successful

_ ...1
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Table 4. Rewards Reported by NDN Participants

All Technical Federal
Respondents D/Ds SFs Assistants Staff

Q: Does your work' with the NDN provide you with a sense of
personal satisfaction?

Yes 96% 98% 100%
No 4 2 0

96% 100%
4 0

.m11.1

Q: Does your work with the NDN provide you with opportunities
for personal growth?

Yes 95% 93% 95%
No 5 7 5

96% 100%
4 0

Q: Does your work with the NDN provide you with opportunities
for professional growth?

Yes 95% 94.8

No 5 6

..*
97% 93% 1.00%

3 7 0

Q: Has your participation in the NDN provided you witn.an
opportunity to publish. your thoughts or views?

Yes 60% 58% 56% , 67%

No 40 , 42 44 33

78%
22

Q: Pave you even been invited to Washington to present your
views to the Office of Education?

Yes 27% 21% 25% 50%
No 73 79 75 . 50

Q: Do you provide leadership in NDN?

Yes 52% 32% 74%
No 48 68 26

67%
33

n/a
n/a

96%
4

Q: Did you attend an out-of-state non-NON convention (e.g. ASCD,
AERA, AASA) as a direct result of your NDN activities?

Yes 58% 66% 42% 43% 74%
No 42 34 58 57 26

al/ra... a.m.,+. alma.

Q: Have you ever been a workshop or group leader at national
conferences sponsored by the NDN?

Yes' 50% 36% 54% 78% 80%
No 50 -64 46 22 20

a.....
Q: Have you aver been a workshop or group leader at re taisma

conferences sponsored by the NDN?

Yes 55% 43% 65% 77% 82%
No 45 57 35 23 18

..mrlnt=rNmylb.o..wlMbo.
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adoption of innovative practices. Of the respondents, 96%
indicated that their job is personally satisfying; 95% indicated
that their position enabled them to experience personal growth,
and the same number indicated that their position provided
opportunities for professional growth. Obviously, these figures
are encouraging, compared with the plight of the education
community generally.

Nearly all respondents received some specific opportunities to
develop themselves: 60% were able to publish their point of view;
65% were offered opportunities to represent their perspective and
that of the educational community to the government in Washington;
62% perceived themselves as providing leadership within.the NDN;
and 58% attended out-of-state conventions. At one time or
another, 50% of the group had participated in a national workshop,
while 55% had conducted workshops regionally.

For a member of the educational community, the NDN offers strong
incentives to encourage effective participation. To those who
succeed, there is the opportunity for national exposure, the
opportunity to play a leading role within education, and the
opportunity to experience a considerable amount of personal
satisfaction. All this, without a requirement that one's chosen
career -- education -- be forsaken2.

As Table 4 indicates, the rewards are, informally at least,
dependent on seniority and rank. Federal and TA personnel, on the
average, conduct more workshops, attend more conventions, are
published more, and have better opportunities for leadership than
do the SFs and D/Ds in the trenches.

This supports the notion that a hierarchy, or status
differentiation, has developed within the system. TA personnel
have been with the NDN longest, and their career reward for that
service is the opportunity to direct the system. They are called
upon to provide advice, consultation, testimony, analysis, and
development. The technical assistance staff, in effect, promote
the aspirations of NDN personnel to both federal personnel and NDN
professionals alike.

This hierarchy is impoKtant, because it is the existence of such
influence patterns that gives meaning and drive to the career
expectations of newer participants. The fact that the system '
supports individuals whose principal mission is no longer directly
tied to practices in local schools, increases the solidarity and
commitment to this system of those who aspire to succeed TA
personnel.

2A more detailed discussion of the rewards of engaging in such
an "external facilitator" role is found in Volume II: Portraits
of the Changes, the Players, and the Contexts.
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Second, tht iemergence of the hierarchy increases the ability of .

contractors (D/Ds and SFs) to influence the direction the system
takes. The senior personnel develop the capability to represent
grass-roots thinking in policy formulation. This checks the
obvious power of federal personnel to exclusively set the tone and
direction of NON participants.

Neofederalism is a call for the increased cooperation between (-
agencies of the federal government and agencies"of the local and
state government. The barrier to promoting such partnerships is
principally the difficulty of creating organizations which
encompass thft partners in a manner that provides mutual gain,
control, and cooperation. Systems of-transfer payments designed
to accomplish this objective have long been present. An example
might be Model Cities, state administration of Aid to 'Dependent
Children, and even state-regulated but federally financed units of
the National Guard.

However, except in times of national emergency, thebe types of
transfer payments are largely contractual, and federal involvement
occurs through regulation and evaluation. Federal personnel.sit
on high and are not themselves day-to-day players in the systems
they underwrite.

It seems clear Etbm the initial guants announcement that the NON
was intended to reflect a traditional transfer payment program.
Grant monies were set aside for SF and D/D projects, and awards
were made to autonomous competitors for the funds. The object of.
the program was to promote the adoption of exemplary practices.
What actually tdbk place was that the growth of a system that
looks remarkably like a national distribution network appropriate
for any commercial commodity. How this happened is an interesting
organizational phenomenon.

Examining the Formal Structure of the NDN

We became very interested in both the formal structures and
informal aspects of this system. The literature on organizations
stresses the dual nature of formal and informal organizational
processes (March & Simon, 1958). Formal processes, usually
indicated by some organizational chart, specify reporting and
delegation relationships (Thompson, 1967). Informal processes
refer to the patterns of communication that arrive out of the need
'of individuals for information (Farace, Monge & Russell, 1977).

The formal structure of the NDN might be characterized as a
wheel. Federal personnel are at the center of the wheel from
which legitimation for all activity flows. Some of the spokes are
D/Ds; some are SFs. In principle, D/Ds are autonomous with
respect to one another, and similarly, SFs are autonomous within
their own jurisdiction.
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The relationship between D/Ds and SFs is formally ambiguous. The-
SF project is "designed to assist school districts in a given
state to find and appropriate exemplary programs among the
resource pool of Developer/Demonstrator projects to meet their own
specific needs." Entry to a local district (by a D/D) occurs
through an SF. Logically, that would imply a quasi-subordinate'
relationship. However, budget constraints for travel and patterns
of success gave D/Ds considerable freedom to choose among SFs, and
hence, Among local schools. Whether accidentally or
intentionally, a system was created that is based upon a delicate,
symmetric reciprocity between SFs and D/Ds, with federal personnel
at the helm. The various parties were given checks and balances.
'In reflecting on these balances, one is reminded of the genius who
decided that the base path in baseball should be 90 feet. The,
distance is perfect for the rhythm of the game; any shorter and
there are too many runs, any longer and there are too few.

Once this system was set into motion, the allocation of resources
became both a technical decision ("Is this the right project for
this.school?") and a political decision ("Can I muster the
resources?").

Over the years, federal 9prsonnel ceased to play the dispassionate
observer and became more the arbitor of conflict and the advocate
of the NDN before its audiences. Government personnel were drawn
into the vacuum incurred through the 'uncertain basis for
cooperation between specific D/Ds and SFs.

Points of difference developed over how SFs were to identify
schools, how D/Ds carried out follow-up technical assistance, how
quality from both sets of contractors was to be assured, and, most
important, who was given the credit for success by local schools
and states. It is interesting to note that these disputes were
acted out by individuals who also were experiencing a great deal
of personal satisfaction and growth. Thus, the conflicts did not
foster acrimonious debate but rattier well-intentioned, thoughtful,
political problem-solving.

Problem-solving led to structural changes within the NDN. Over
time the organism grew more bureaucratic. The Joint Dissemination
Review Panel (JDRP), though established in 1972, had relatively
little business prior to the inception of the NDN. This panel
evaluated the qualitative and quantitative evidence of a
prospective D/D project. The JDRP stamped projects with a "good
housekeeping" seal of educational success. Second, contracts were
designed and awarded to consulting agencies to provide a variety
of technical services. Like any system undergoing development,
process control became important. These contractors trained NDN
personnel in the technology of dissemination and the theory of the
diffusion of innovations, provided assistance in the design of
materials, provided evaluation services, and assisted in what can
only be called the organizational development of the NDN as a
system.
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As long-time observers of the NON, we must note that the quality
of the personnel brought to these tasks is astonishing. The NDN
was served by key personnel from state governments, regional
laboratories and national R&D centers, a broad cross-section of
American universities, and the best minds in the dissemination
game. Its success is predicated not only upon the participation
of these individuals in concert With SFs and D/Ds, but also on the
willingness of federal personnel to rest administrative decisions
on the advice and council of its contractors. In time, the
federal administrators were drawn into the pattern of
reciprocation.

Evidence of these events can be found in other phases of this
study.3 In addition, one points to a change in the proposed
guidelines for the NON in 1976. By this time, the JORP was the
formally authorized quality control mechanism. Facilitator and
Developer/Demonstrator projects remained basic contractors of the
NDN. However, it was noted in the Federal Register that:

The development of the National Diffusion Network program
has benefited from public participation in the
decision-making process. During the past three years,
state and local education personnel, a representative
group of Developer/Demonstrator and Facilitator project
personnel and other professionals in the area of
dissemination have assisted in developing the National
Diffusion Network and have participated in the
implementation and operation of the network.

The quality of participation was considered sufficient to 'laive
public hearings on the proposed rule. Moreover, the federal
government recognized in its own regulations that it was engaged
in a partnership to provide services to the American educational
community.

Thus the formal structure of the NDN appeared to be working. Let
us turn to examine its informal structure, and in so doing,
understand better how the patterns of communication influenced its
development as a system.

Examining the Informal Structure of the NDN

By the time of data collection, the NON system formally consisted
of State Facilitator projects in each state and 128 funded
Developer/Demonstrator projects. In addition, the system included
the Educational Materials Support Center at the Far West
Labora4ty, CAPLA Associates, a technical assistance brokerage
contra r, a variety of consultants, and approximately 42 federal
personnel.

3See Volume I: Setting the Stage for a Study of School
Improvement and Volume V: Dissemination for School Improvement:
An Analysis of Nine Federal Education Programs.
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On the informal side, we were interested in the patterns that
might emerge from the routine communication among these
individuals. To analyze these relationships, we collected network
data from each respondent. Network data consist of reports by
individuals of the people with whom they communicate. Each
respondent was provided a list of all 473 NON participants. The
respondent was asked to indicate how frequently he/she
communicated with each individual on the list. The respondent
reported this communication on three dimensions: task (ongoing
aspects of the person's work with the NDN), innovation
(discussions about new ideas or new school practices), and social
(discussions about social topics).

In addition, a fourth item asked respondents to indicate whether a
named individual was an opinion leader within the NDN. This
question was designed to enable us to examine the specific
opinions of informal leaders, so that we could make predictions
about the directions of the system. As we will show, opinion
leaders augment the role of the federal government at the center
of the system.

Respondents were asked to estimate their communication contact
frequency using the following scale:

Level I --
Level II -
Level III
Level IV -
Level V --

at least once a year
- at least once a month
- - at least once a week
- at least once a day
more than once a day

While the data collection :Ask sounds formidable, in practice it
was quite simple for a respondent to complete the questionnaire.
To avoid problems of unreliability, most analyses reported in the
discussion which follows consider reciprocated responses only
(Faeace & Mabee, 1980). A reciprocated eesponse is 100% reliable
since the link requires independent confirmation from two
individuals. It is a case in which Person A indicates that he or
she talks to Person B, and Person B independently reports that he
or she talks to Person A. An unreciprocated link has Person A
indicating that he or she talks ":0 Person B, while Person B makes
no such indication. The dropping of unreciprocated links
sacrifices some overall structural detail at the gain of precision
in the data used in overall analysis. In short, for a
relationship to exist, reports must be independent and
bi-directional.

The principal method used to analyze network data is a procedure
referred to as network analysis (Richards, 1974; Schwartz &
Jacobsen, 1977). The concept of communications systems as
networks has long been noted in the research literature. Weber
(1947), in fact, argued that the essential purpose of organizing
is to prescribe the pattern of communication linkages. This
prescription is called an organizational chart. We have learned
that as organizations have become more complex, the organizational
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chart reflects a pattern of delegation, while communication is
governed by the needs of individuals for social contact and
information (Downs, 1967).

As our understanding of organizational processes has increased, it
has become clear that the vast majority of relationships within
any social system are not prescribed. Rather, they emerge from
reciprocal needs and interests and are composed of overlapping
communication relhtionships.

The original.assumption of the NDN was that by providing a
structured opportunity for individuals engaged in dissemination to
patticipate and interact, the probability of the success of their
efforts would increase. The NDN provides opportunity for
individuals to share their experiences an.i techniques, and to
develop a professonal role with visability in a communit' of
peers. As noted, this is the basis for the formation oC the NDN
as a system, both educational and political. When we speak of
network analysis, it is important to note that we are interested
not only in the fact of communication, but also in the effect of
that communication. To say that participants were
p.ofessionalized in an endeavor that is without historical
precedent, is to say that through their patterns of communication
over time, preferences of strategy, behavior, values, and norms
emerged and were reinforced.

The consensus on goals (see page 11) illustrates the emergence of
a general consensus among NDN system members. The emergence
occurs through normative social processes in this "give a little,
get a little" role. As people seek out social contact within the
framework of peer relations, they influence one another. As
reciprocity takes place and preferences emerge, the organism
called organization evolves and exercises its will on new people
and incumbents alike.

Conventionally, taxonomies of communication benaviot in
organizations conclude that communication can conveniently be
divided-into three categories: communicatio.i about tasks,
communication about change and innovation, and communication about
topics of a social nature (Serlow, 1960; Farace, Monge, & Russell,
1$77). In attempting to identify the patterns of-communication
within the NDN, each of these concepts was examined separately.
Respondents were provided with a list of 473 NDN personnel and
asked to estimate how frequently he or she discussed each of these
topics with an individual on the list.

By task we mean communication about the job of the indiyi as
it related to the NDN. Such communication would includ% giving
instructions and discussing budgets and probtems as they come up
-- generally this can be thought of as discussions about the
business. Innovation refers to communication about new ideas
within the NDN context. This might mean new school practices, new
tactics, or new programs associated with the NDN. By social we
mean conversations of a relatively personal nature, for example,
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discussions with a colleague that center around personalities,
children, marriages -- the gossip mill.

The network analysis method uses interaction frequencies on these
three dimensions to detect the underlying organizational
structure. /ndividualg specify their frequency of contact. The
data are arrayed into an N by R data set where N is the number of
persons in the system and R is the number of reported contacts.
Cluster analysis decomposes the matrix. As a result, each
individual is assigned a communication role, based upon the
individual's position in the reordered data structure and the
pattern of the individual's links.

.4

Th.: network analysis routine classifies nodes, or individual
members of the system, into one of five possible communication
roles discussed below:

1. group members: nodes with more than a minimal percentage
(usually greater than 50%) of interaction with other
members of an informal group or clique; the group is
constructed so that if a single node or link is removed
from the group, it will not cause the group to fall apart;
and the group is linked by a path that connects all of its
members by some minimal number of steps.

2. bridges: nodes who are members of groups but who also are
connected to other groups and hence, serve to link two or
more groups.

3. liaisons: nodes who link two or more groups but who are
not themselves members of any group.

4. isolates: nodes who have no links (type 1 isolates) or
nodes who, are connected to only one other node (type 2
isolates).

5. others: individuals who cannot be classified according to
the above.

In the analyser discussed below, we made it progressively more
difficult for an individual to be included in an analysis. Scores
were assigned on the basis of the list of Levels on page 25. When
a table refers to a Level I analysis, it means that all
reciprocated reports of contact -- including those with a
frequency as low as once a year -- are included. A Level II
analysis means that only scores two and above (at least odte a
month or more frequently) are included; Level III means three and
above (at least once a week or more frequently), and so on. By
increasing stringency of the criteria for inclusion, the
underlying fabric of power and influence is re.ealed. Again, the
principle of reciprocity guides our thinking. An individual who
communicates with another individual as infrequently as once a
year has very little direct influence on that individual (except
hierarchical authority). As individuals communicate, they
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mutually influence the perceptions of one another. As will become
obvious, by increasingly concentrating on those individuals who
communicate at relatively high (i.e., frequent) levels, one can
detect the underlying patterns of opinion leadership.

The analysis shows that these same individuals who communicate
with one another at high levels are judged by the majority of the
system to be opinion leaders, are opinion leaders in all three
network dimensions, and are the individuals of choice -- the
individuals with whom the average person desires to communicate.

The concept of opinion leader appears here for the first time.
Any system requires direction, orientation -- leadership -- in
order to survive. A system in which conventional bases for
authority have been stripped away requires the leadership of
people in whom others invest trust. A system which embodies the
concept of neofederalism is not so much led by the federal
government as it is by the aspirations of the participants. They
are in turn lel by individuals who, through strength of character,
provide the id, s that energize the actions of all.

In the section below we look at each network, at the opinion
leaders, and at the implications this has for federal programs and
policies. Specifically our attention is directed to the locus of
authority within the system and the role played by the government.

Analysis of Network Data

Tables 4, 5 and 6 summarize network results. As noted previously,
at Level I, all reported contacts are included. At Level II,
contacts of a frequency of once a month are included. At Level
III, contact frequencies of at least once a week and greater are
included. Level IV results are not discussed separately because
of an insufficient number of reports. To read the tables, the
following definitions are helpful:

Total number of links: the sum of both reciprocated and
unreciprocated communication contacts. The majority of
unreciprocated links occur because of reports by subjects, of
communication with no respondents.

N of participants: the number of individuals who were
reported as communicators on that dimension. This number
subtracted from 363 Oyes the number of true isolates --
individuals with hom no pne reports communication.

Number of reciprocated links: the number cf bi-directional
reports for purposes of reliability. Most of our analysis
considers only reciprocated links.

Percent of reciprocated links: number of reciprocated links
divided by total number of links.
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SL (Structure): a measure of the relative structure of the -

network. Structure can be taken to be an estimate of the
density of connections among participants. An SL value of
.22 indicates that the probability of any two individuals
being connected is .22.

Groups: the number of(cliques detected by the analysis
routine at that level. Values in parentheses give the size
of the groups.

Network results strongly support the emergence of a system
organized to support the concept of service delivery. Above
(pp. 22-23) we pointed to role differentiation on a formal basis;
that same differentiation occurs on an informal basis. Table 5
summarizes network results for Task, Innovation, and Social
communication at Level I. Table 6 provides the same information
for Level II. Table 7 summarizes information at Level III.
Level IV .information is excluded, due to a lack of sufficient
links or substantive conclusions to be drawn.

Table 5. Level I, Reciprocated Only

Task Innovation Social

Total # Links 19,115 8,981 4,667

N of Participants 251 201 114
(Connected)

# of Reciprocated 7,399 2,840 1,218
Links

% Reciprocated .39 .32 .26
Links

SL (Structure) .22 .23 .27

Groups 2 (3, 258) 0 3 (5, 114, 4)
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Table 6. Level /I, Reciprocated Only

Task Innovation Social

Total t Links 3,586 2,199 1,005

N of Participants 153 85 39
(Connected)

* of Reciprocated 1,044 550 245
Links

% of Reciprocated .29 .24 .24
Links

SL (Structure) .32 .4 .93

Groups 2 (5, 3) 5 (3, 3, 27, 4 (9, 3, 4, 8)
6, 17)

Table 7. Level /I/, Reciprocated Only

Total # Links

N of Participants
(Con.lected)

* of Reciprocated
Links

% of Reciprocated
Links

SL.- (Structure)

Groups

Task Innovation Social

567 381 104

29 18 10

207 240 104

36.5 63.0 100.0

.80 1.2 1.1

3 (6, 12, 5) 2 (4, 7) 0

Task Networks

Tables 5, 6, and 7 list the summary of network data for Task
communication for the first three levels. The majority of all
communication by NDN participants is about Task. In Table 5, 39%
of links are reciprocated, a relatively high value considering the
possible number of links. A high level of reciprocation indicates
the subjects ar.e fully aware of the organizational basis for tvieir
contacts, and that they keep track of the relationships they
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maintain. Structure is 22%. For any system that is low on
differentiation, low on the specification of formal roles, and
geographically dispersed, this is a very high value. Within the
Task network, closer examination reveals a high degree of
connectedness among federal personnel (i.e., their average
integratedness score is approximately 68%, meaning that 68% of the
individuals who talk with a given communicator also communicate
with one another). For State Facilitators, the average
integratedness value is 46%; for Developer/Demonstrators,
integratedness falls to below 30%.

The structure of the network points to hierarchical
relationships. When we look at higher and higher levels of
constraint, Developer/Demonstrators tend to fall away. Their
communication with key actors is relatively sparse, and their
communication with one another is infrequent. In the sense of the
neofederalism idea proposed above, the real coalitions. tend to
emerge among consultants, federal personnel, and State
Facilitators within cohesive states that have a high degree of
educational sophistication.

In reflecting on the results, there appear to be several reasons
why State Facilitators and consultants play a significant role in
the development of NDN policy and structure. These include their
longevity in the system, their need to make federal programmatic
activities coherent for their state, and the size of their funding
(on the average, SFs receive two to three times the average
funding for D/Ds).

In most states, the SF is either a member of the state educational
bureaucracy or someone who has been effectively delegated
responsibility for implementing state policy. It becomes
incumbent upon the SFs to play a role in formulating federal
responses to theirs dilemmas that are consistent with the latitude
they are permitted to exercise.

At Level I in the Task network, two groups are observed. One of
the groups has 3 participants, the other 258. These results
indicate that at its simplest level the NDN is a large
undifferentiated mass. The probability of contact, is best
predicted by a random number. Individuals from one corner of the
country are as likely to be connected to individuals at another
corner as they are to one another.

At Level TT, the number of total links is cut by 851. This holds
true for the number of reciprocated links as well. Structure
increases substantially, an artifact of the increasing reliability
of strong links. Two groups emerge, although little of importance
can be concluded from this.

At Level III, individuals communicate at least once a week: these
are very strong links. Here only 567 total links remain. One of
the surprising characteristics of the NON is the fact that while
there are a large number of total links, there are relatively few
strong linkages. Sixty percent of the links that remain occur
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among technical assistance personnel, federal personnel, and State
Facilitators. The fact that Developer/Demonstrators have, by and
large, dropped out of the analysis is an indication of their
relatively weak position within the system. Many D/Ds report
strong links, but the individuals with whom those conversations
occur do not report relationships at that level. Hence there is a
lack of reciprocation, and the link drops out.

Despite the fact that most D/Ds do not have strong participation
in the Task network, there are D/Ds who have positioned themselves
as opinion leaders. Later when we look at opinion leaders, we
will see that a few D/Ds energize the system. Still, although the
Developer/Demonstrators own the merchandise that ultimately
benefits children in schools, they ate in the weakest position to
promote their own interests.

When we look at the group structure for Task data at Level ///, we
See three groups. Figure 1 depicts clique patterns among these
individuals, with individuals designated by circles. One group is
an isolated clique (i.e., there are no strong bridge or liaison
ties at this level) consisting of State Facilitator staff from a
key Eastern industrial state. Within this state, it is clear that
a high degree of integratedness is maintained by the State
Facilitator. It should not be surprising that the participants
from this state also have one of the largest SF awards, and they
enjoy substantial state support. Another group is composed of
individuals who work on the educational materials support group,
part of the technical assistance system. While one would expect
them to be communicating with one another at high levels, it is
somewhat discouraging to note their mutual integration, the
absence of operational personnel from their clique, and the strong
probability of their clique-like structure creating barriers
between themselves and the rest of the dissemination community.
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F'gure 1: Group Members: Task Network, Level III
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Technical assistance contracts should operate as liaisons. It
will be seen that very few of the technical assistance personnel
are considered particularly important opinion leaders. These
individuals, through the process of mutual reciprocity, inevitably
develop ideas, voints of view, and shared perceptions about the
role of the NDN and their relationship to it which are at odds
with the points of view of participants in the system.

A bridge link connects the technical assistance clique with a
clique composed exclusively of 11 federal dissemination
personnel. Again, it should be no surprise that federal personnel
not only communicate with one another, but do so to a high
degree. It is an advantage that federal personnel are
sufficiently affiliated that one can count on some degree of
mutual planning. However, the absence of any nonfederal advisors
in this circle of influence indicates the potential for conflict
between the federal clique which seeks to govern, and the
participants in the system who seek to escape control.

Innovation Networks

Returning to Tables 4, 5, and 6, one's attention is directed
toward the Innovation network. At Level I, Innovation includes
about half as many links as Task. The number of participants
declines substantially. Most of the D/Ds wash out. While the
average individual has 14 reciprocated links in the Innovation
networks, the average Developer/Demonstrator has 6.

The percentage of reciprocation is less than that for the Task
network, probably l,ecause of the ambiguity of the concept of
communication about innovation. In a network which exists to
communicate innovations, "innovation communication" may be
indistinguishable from task. That is, structure for this network
is nearl.y identical to that of the Task network. There are no
groups at Level I.

At Level II, the number of links declines by 75% for both total
and reciprocated links. The number of participants declines to
85, of which nearly all are federal personnel, technical
assistance personnel, and State Ficilitators. There are five
groups. Group I (3 individuals) is a small special local support
group representing three different projects. Gro p II (3

individuals) is a clique from a single southern s ate. (Note that
this is the second occurrence of a single state clique.) Group
III is a substantial clique (27 people) that includes State
Facilit.;ors from the Deep South, 8 Developer/Demonstrators,
members of the technical assistance brokerage, consultants, and
regional federal perSonnel -- a very pluralistic group. An
analysis of the affiliations of these individuals suggests that
the group is comprised primarily of individuals who deal with the
flow of migrant workers between the northwest and the southwest,
and who share common concerns. It is unusual in that it
demonstrates the possible structure of a group that epitomizes the
partnership concept. All roles are involved/, and all participants
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acknowledge one another's involvement. Although the clique is
sufficiently large that a great deal of diversity is likely to
emerge,'it is sufficiently small and geographically concentrated,
so that the combined influences can have impact.

The fourth clique (Group IV) consists of 6 individuals. It is a
group of mid-southern states that is interesting, in that two of
its members are judged to be substantial opinion leaders within
the NDN at large. Except for proximity, there does not appear to
be a conceptual basis for this clique. The last clique (V),
consists of 17 members: it includes a group of federal personnel
who are joined repeatedly in all of the networks (i.e., Task,
Innovation, Social). It is interesting to note that, by and
large, the federal personnel who are grouped together are not the
federal personnel who are judged to be opinion leaders in
directing the system. The clique contains 11 federal personnel,
only one of whom is judged an opinion leader by substantial
numbers of participants. This is both in interesting observation
on grass-roots program formulation and in interesting network
finding as well. It is presumed individuals who are seen to
cluster together have less time to devote to others. Hence, they
are not judged to be opinion leaders., In fact, an insufficient
amount of time is spent communicating with practitioners and
others to actually influence the system. More on this point in
the discussion of opinion leaders.

At Level III (Figure 2) the Innovation network yields two
cliques: a subset of the technical assistance unit (4 people) and
a subset of a federal dissemination clique (5 people).

Social Networks

The Social network (see Tables 5, 6, 7) as one would expect, has
the lowest degree of connectedness. There are only 4,700 total
links, of which 1,200 (approximately 25%) are reciprocated. The
structure figure increases (1008`', and this is not surprising,
since reciprocated reports of social relations are based on
affiliation. In fact, at Level,II, structure rises to 93% and at
Level III approximates complete connectedness among 'individuals
making reports. At Level I, only 114 individuals report social
contacts; at Level II, 39 (see Figure 1) ; and at Level III, 10.
This is somewhat surprising given the orientation of the NDN
toward interpersonal endeavors; we expected that social relations
would dominate. By compariscn, in a network analysis conducted by
the author of a major U.S. corporation with similar degrees of
geographic dispersion and equal numbers of participants, social
relations involved nearly all participants, and five times as many
had reciprocated links. We have two conjectures about the
relative lack of social con tact. One, given the inherent idealism
of the NDN, communication which others might recognize as "social"
is perceived as related to task and innovation. Two, informal
norms -- possibly derived from concerns about the implication of
large numbers of social :;ontacts publicly reported in a study of a
federal project -- may have caused individuals to suppress their
responses.
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Figure 3: Group Members: Social Network, Level II



Once again the bulk of socialicontact occurs among federal
personnel, techncal assistance staff, and consultants. At Level
II, four distinct groups emerge. One group consists of nine
federal personnel who are also cliqued in the Task network and the
Innovation network. A second group consists of three State
Facilitators and a technical assistor. A third group consisting
of seven individuals is a weakly-connected joining of members of
the support center clique seen before, with two Developer/
Demonstrators from the same project and.a regional manager of
federal dissemination programs. Three SFs form the last small
grouping.

The network analysis shows clearly that individuals
organizationally proximate to one another at the federal level and
within technical assistance organizations are grouped on Task,
Innovation, and Social lines. This point runs somewhat counter to
the literature. Most research on network analysis has indicated
that people choose different people to play these roles in their
organizational lives. (Berlow, 1960; Denowski, 1974; Taylor,
1976). Typically a "socio-emotional" leader is conceived of
performing a maintenance, stroking.function. A task leadet is
conceived of as promoting productivity. And an innovation leader
is seen as burrowing around, scaring up enthusiasm for new ideas.
It has been argued that these roles are inconsistent with one
another. In the case of the NDN, the same individuals are task,
innovation and social leaders. This fining may relate to the
peculiar responsibility of the NDN -- dissemination of innovations
in a highly interpersonal way. _On the other hand, the finding may
represent a significant empirical challenge to conventional
thought about the role and methods of authority of informal
leaders.

Opinion Leadership

An opinion leader is an individual who, by virtue of the strength
of his or her character and/or the authority of his or her
position, leads the system. It was once thought that opinion
leaders were a distinct breed from hierarchical leaders. However,
it is clear that one of the key bases for moving ahead in
organizations is the confidence others have in one's judgment.
Other network analyses have shown that while substantial
proportions of opinion leaders are not at the top, it is common
for opinion leaders to attain high positions (Katz & Lazersfeld,
1955; Latersfeld, Berelson & Guade, 1951).

We identified opinion leaders by asking respondents to check a box
on a questionnaire if, in their judgement, a particular person
"influences the ideas used, structures devised, priorities
established, awards distributed, etc." for the NDN; there were
8,971 nominations of opinion leadership. Only 53 individuals were
not nominated as opinion leaders, or were nominate6 only once. Of
the unnominatIdikAdividuals, 35 were Developer/Demonstrators, 14
were State Filitators, and the balance were consultants and
technical assistance brokerage personnel. The average individual.
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was nominated 28 times. We identify those individuals whose
frequency of nomination exceeded 28 by two standard deviations.
There were 28 such individuals; they ranged in the number of times
they were irminated from 71 to 317.

To verify the fact that the opinion leaders were deeply imbedded
in the system, an analysis of their link patterns was conducted.
The typical opinion leader was not only nominated as such, but
also had connection frequencies in all three networks greater than
2 standard deviations from the mean number of link For the Task
network, the average person had 29 links; for the Innovation
network, the average person had 14 links; and for Social, the
average person had 8 links -- that is, for those persons who had
any links at all. By comparison, the group of opinion leaders
averaged 61 Task links, 29 Innovation links, and 11 Social links,
all differing significantly from the mean link frequency beyond
the .05 level. For opinion leaders, the number of nominations
exceeded their total number of contacts, indicating that their
reputation as a leader extends beyond this direct communication
environment. One opinion leader, in fact, while nominated 41
times, has but 17 links across all three networks. This
individual was the senior federal official connected with tne
program. The individual nominated at the highest level, had 87
task links, 72 innovation links, 11 social links, and is the
director of the program.

The identities of the opinion leaders speak to the success of the
program of developing a grass-roots leadership model. The listed
opinion leaders inelede the senior federal officials attached to
the project. Of the 28 opinion leaders identified, 25% are
federal personnel, a numberconsistent with the proportion of
federal personnel in the NDN. Twenty-two percent are consultants,
of which only one is a member of the educational materials support
group, and one is a combination State ?acilitator and technical
assistance brokerage person. Seven opinion leaders are
Developer/Demonstrators,<all of whom are long-term affiliaes of
the NDN with practices that have enjoyed wide use and success.
The remaining 25% consist of State Facilitators. An examination
of these SFs indicates that they are geographically dispersed not
necessarily representatives of larger states, but certainly
ideological founders of the NDN. There is.a clear relationship
between the sophistication of a state's program and the leadtrship
qualities of its SF project director within the NDN generally.

A moment should be taken to look at the 22%, or 6 individuals, who
are consultants; generally, they do not participate in cliques.
The consultants that individuals believe are opinion leaders
include a major evaluation consultant, a colleague in an
associated agency who worked for an educational development
center, a methodologist in the study of the diffusion of
innovations, a major leader in the efforts to keep the NDN before
Congress, a southwestern technical assistance subcontr-ctor, and
one member of the educational materials center who also played a
leading role in assisting the initial organization of the NDN.
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The consultants play an important advisory role within the
system. A look at the career pattern of these individuals
indicates that by and large the advisory role either results from
a sustained successful participation as an SF or a D/D. oi a
significant theoretical contribution to the diusemination theory
which underlies the NON. The connections of these individuals are
equally strong among federal personnel and contractors. The
individuals in some senses link both groups, not for purposes of
transferring information between the groups as d liaison might.
but to provide input to both. AS Katz, BeFelson McPhee noted
many years ago, there are several kinds of opinion leaders. A
liaison opinion leader leads through the judicious selection of
information to be passed among members of a system: this leader is
a gatekeeper. An opinion leader with hierarchical authority sends
by designating who may talk to whom, and thereby controls
communication. A third kind of as opinion leader leads by
providing new ideas, concepts, and criticism to which all members
of the system must respond. The NON consultants play this latter
role. Their disproportionate importance to the system illustrates
the willingness of the NON to examine itself and change.

The pluralism of leadership across roles is remarkable. Those
individuals who have brought the system ahead include participant?
from all major role groups. With few exceptions, they are nat
members of cliques and, as seen by the number links the average
.1eader maintains, they are deeply embedded in the system. They
are uniquely capable of transmitting ideas from the bottom to the
centers of authority,., power, and decision-making. How are they
connected to one ?pother? Figure 4, we believe, says it all. Th-e

average opinion leader hits 13 links to other opinion leaders on
the Task network alone. By and large, the strengths of these
links are greater than the strengths of the average link (2.6
versus 1.4, p4.05.) Not only are opinion .leaders connected to
the system, but they are powerfully, connected to ons.another. we
believe this is the strongest evidence of the degree to which this
program has developed into an example of what is really meant by
the concept of neofederalism. The federal government shares
power, influence, and decision-making. The leaders a.- all in a
position to influence one another as the program evolve . They
are assisted by consultants and others who serve the system.

The network data overwhelmingly suggest; characteristics of strong
systemness. A hierarchy clearly exists, though flattoned at the
top. Federal personnel are key players. But they Have shared
their power with consultants and operational personnel from the SF
and D/O ranks. This is an extraordinary political event. It's
not merely that the contractors are executing,policy: theyare
inventing it as time goes along. We beliee that the effect of
this process is a policy that conforms to.the needs of program
beneficiaries, has contributionsfrom those benefiQiaries over
time, and reduces the net investment of tne federal government.
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Figure 4: Connections Among Opinion Leaders: All 'revels, Task
0



This conjecture is borne out by the facts. It cost the government
$66 million to develop 124 programs. In constant dollars, the
equivalent cost today is approximately $198 million. The median`
program cost was $248,642. These programs are installed through
the operation of the NDN in local schools at a cost to the federal
government of between $4,000 and $5,000 per scilool. At the same
time, school contributions, which typically combine federal and
state revenues, can vary from $1 to $4300 per pupil per year.
Median per pupil costs for 1979-80 were $12.

Conclusion

The results of this study indicate that the NDN is an important
and successful example of federal- state -local, collaboration. For
several years, the government has sought ways of reducing the
magnitude of federal involvement in local and state activities.
By eliminating or reducing key programs, such as ESEA titles, the
government has weakened local ability to comply with the law and
provide service to local schools. The NDN shows that by'assumirig
(1) people will act responsibly, (2) practitioners have the
expertise to direct change, and (3) the federal government can
play a coordinatiog role --.as opposed to power broker -- the
federal government can effect significant change with relatively
small resources.

The NDN is an integrated service delivery system. Over its eight
years of existence, federal, state, and local school personnel
have developed a system characterized by partnership,
participation, and honorable exchange as nollaborators in service
to their clients. D/Ds, SFs, consultants, and federal staff have
each developed and "institutionalized" their own role, and
produced their Ohn opinion leaders to speak on their behalf. That
the distribution of opirion leaders across these roles is roughly
even, is a marvelous demonstration of the effectiveness of
grass-roots political stems to provide representative
dpportunity to particip4nts.

The NDN should not, however, Atand alone. There are implications
for.pplicy implementation generally-c- First, it should be clear
that the federal government can-share power. In the case of the
NDN, the sharing occurred as a'result of revenue shortfalls -- a
rather common occurrence. Apparently the key to genuine

0 parti ipation commitment to the underlying ideological
conct is -- a beli f in what one is doing. When federal personnel
believ that their actions have significant meaning, they may well
be more eady to make political compromises that promote the
quality of service delivery.

The second major implication for policy implementation is that the
distribution of innovation can Occur through designed
communication networks. It has long been noted that .ideas and
novel objects are diffused through a culture as a result of a
network of interpersonal relations. It has not been clear that
nonparticipants can disturb, alter, or utilize cultured networks
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to the advantage of a social goal or innovation. The NDN
demonstrates that if opportunity is provided for the individuals
to communicate, if participants are given some control over the
character of the innovations diffused, and participants are key
actors worthy of respect in their area of expertise, it is
possible to construct an effective dynamic that leads to (but is
not itself) a network. The network developer needs a set of
goals, a method for identifying people who share those goals, a
method for sorting from among those people the very best, funding
to energize aad coalesce a basic set of rules and specifications
of celations, and subsequent opportunities for collaboration. As
the NDN demonstrates, given a little direction, a group of
committed adults can accomplish a great deal despite conflict,
disagreement, and whatever negative consequences occur from the
politics of their behavior.

The third major implication that shoule be drawn from the NDN
experience is the importance of continuity. The NDN has been in
business for eight years. With the exception of additional
programs from Title I and Title IV-C services, its repertoire of
O/O projects has been fairly constant. State Facilitator projects
have changed hands, but only on rare occasions. The program has
enjoyed sufficient continuity that its personnel have become good
at what they do.

Those of us who have watched the NDN since its inception have
observed the membership learning to discriminate effectively
between probably successful and probably unsuccessful adopters --
thus learning to husband their resources. They have learned how
to benefit from mistakes and from successes and how to disseminate
successful dissemination practices within their community. NON
members have learned how to influence Congressional leaders
through the action of nonfederal NDN participants. They have
learned how to use their time together wisely. Continuity is
certainly a key.

The fourth implication is the importance of joint planning. From
the beginning, federal personnel have encouraged input from
participants, experts in the field of dissemination, and
educational scholars. The planning is indeed "messy," confused,
discordant, but the results are not the least common denominator
but rather commitments tJ activity that reflect the best the
people had to offer. The keys are tolerance for ambiauity and
patience.

The fifth implication is the importance of a reduced public role
for the federal government. In all its publicity, activities, and
communication, the NDN identified itself as a collaboration of
local, state, and federal personnel. Its representatives to its
audiences were not members of a federal bureaucracy, but members
of the audience, or people the audience can identify with. This
makes adoption psychologically easier; since the adopter can draw
the conclusion that if the disseminator can do it, I can toes.
Furthermore, the adopter is not challenged to accept major federal
ideological premises -- just a program for the classroom.
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In concluding, we must ask hOt; the concept of "NDN" can itself be
disseminated and where. The "where" is "all across the
government." We have argued that the NDN has the characteristics
of a neofederalist policy program. The concept of neofederalism
implies a reduction of federal regulation, a recognition of the
interest of the central government in certain classes of local
affairs, and a willingness to share authority and finding with
regard to those classes of local affairs. A large number of
federal policies aimed at causing change could benefit from the
experiences of the NDN.

Among these art"::

Federal Mediation and Conciliation Services -- programs to
establish joint labor-management councils in factories,
industries, and regions;

Commerce Department and Labor Department Job Development
programs -- exemplary practices under CETA administered
projects, and regional Industrial Management Councils;

Department of Energy Demonstration Projects -- projects
established to demonstrate the viability of alternative
energy sources, energy conservation, and community energy
planning;

Small Business Administration Research and Development --
projects and activities supporting minority enterprise;

Health and Human Services public health and disease
eradication projects -- these have long been treated as
separate innovations to be diffused; what the NDN might
teach the National Institut! of Health and its affiliated
agencies is the efficacy of placing a large number of '
preventative public health programs under the same
administrative umbrella; J

The Federal Food and Drug Administration -- development of
standard tests and methodologies for studying and
introducing drugs;

The Federal Transportation Administration -- demonstration
projects in highway safety, traffic control, maintenance of
transportation systems, and urbn suburban mass
transportation;

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers -- flood control and water
conservation demonstration projects, water-way system
management projects, and environmental impact review
practices;

Office of Economic Opportunity -- demonstration projects
and novel (nonjudicial) affirmative action practices for
government, business, and industry;
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Federal Trade Commission/Civil Aeronautics Board of
Interstate Commerce Commission "demonstration projects
and nonrestrictive industry cooperation practices in
nonregulated industries; and

Department of State -- demonstration practices and projects
of effective methods of introducing refugees into
communities.

The keys to adopting the NDN "formula" are:

an umbrella federal agency,

alternative practices that have been experimentally
validated,

quality Control,

a network of participants representing the dive...sity of
opinion,

opportunity for communities to explore alternatives,

acceptance of funding contacts among participants and
consumers, and

an ideblogical commitment to excellence.

The NDN is a viable and successful service delivery system. It
provides opportunities for local schools to adopt and implement a
wide variety of innovative educational practices at low cost. The
NDN offers insight into how we might develop our relationships
between the agencies of our government. Further review is
suggested.
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Appendix A

NDN Census Instrument

Section 1

FORM APPROVED
FEDAC NO. 5U067II
App. Exp. 06180!

From your own perspective, rank order Mb following twelve goal .statements
in terms of: a) how important they are to the U.S. Office of Education,
and b) how important they are to your own activities in association with
your program. Place a "I" on the line next to the most important goal, a
"2" next to the second most important goal, etc., until all twelve goals
have been ranked. Remember to do this for both columns.

ITEM
Importantlimportant

to me to OE

I. Improve student attitudes toward learning.

2. Improve teachers' attitudes toward teaching.

3. Assure the use of alternative practices and
materials by teachers.

4. Monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of the
dissemination process.

5. Increase local educators awareness of the
availability of alternative practices and
materials.

6. Develop alternative practices and materials
for elementary and secondary schools.

7. Improve communication among educators.

8. Raise achievement scores.

9. Increase the adoption of alternative practices
and materials.

10. Build communication among dissemination
contractors.

11. Provide training and technical assistance to________
local schools.

12. Replicate model programs (achieve "fidelity").

13. How many years of education nave you had
beyond high school?

14. How long has your work been funded
by tne NDN?
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NON Census Instrument
Page 2

Section 2

We would like to ask you some questions about your work with the NON, going
back to wnen you were first funded.

a. Whe'i did you first begin to work in the NON; that is, when you began to be
salaried by the NON?

(month)

(year)

b. How many times have you ever been a workshop or a group leader at
conferences sponsored by the NON?

(national conferences)

(regional conferences)

c. Oid you ever attend a non-NON out-of-state convention (e.g., ASCO, AEKA,
AASA, etc.) as a direct result of your NON activities?

(yes)

(no)

d. IF YES, what percent of your expenses were paid by your NON project?

(;erlent)

e. Has your participation in the NON provided you with an opportunity to
publish your thoughts or views other than as indicated above?

(1,es)

(no)

f. Have you ever been invited to Washington to present your views to the
Office of Education?

g---Oo_you..provide_ leadership in NON?

(:,es)

(no)

(..7s) _-_-_

(nc) -----

h. Oo you annually upgrade and/or change the materials you use in providing

services to your clients?
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NON Census Instrument
Page 3

i. Does your work with the NON provide you with a sense of personal
satisfaction?

(yes)

(no)

j. Does your work with the NON provide you with opportunities for profes-
sional growth?

(des)

(no)

k. Does your work with the NON provide you with opportunities for personal
growth?

(yes)

(no)

Looking at your own (Yes) answers, enter the letter which indicates the item
you feel most contributes to your own professional motivation, then enter the
item that contributes second most to your professional motivation.

System Communication

LSection 3

(most)

(second most)

You communicate whenever you talk with someone on a face-to-face basis, use the
telephone, or write or read a letter or memo. We would like you to describe
your communication contacts with other NON personnel. The results of this part
of the study will allow the construction of an overall "map" of information
flow in the NON.

---CF0-17fTg-is-Wat -fallow, the ,names 6-f some 356 people who have been associated
with the National Diffusion Network are arranged alphabetically. A preliminary
identification number is next to each name: a final number will be assigwed by
the evaluation staff to keep your replies confidential. However, in order to
avoid problems caused by personnel changes, we need to verify that the person
to whom this questionnaire is sent is the one who completes the form. There-
fore, please write your name on the first pace of the ouestionnaire. No one
besides the researcritaff will have access to your individual reply. Without
your name, your data cannot be used to construct the communication network.



NON Census Instrument
Page 4

THERE ARE FOUR COLUMNS NEXT TO THE NAME OF EACH PERSON. EACH OF THE Ern.:
THREE COLUMN READINGS REFERS TO A DITURENT TOPIC OF PROFESSIONAL COMW.01-
CATION YOU MIGHT HAVE HAD WITH A COLLEAGUE. THE TYPES OF COMMUNICATION
TOPICS ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS:

COLUMN I: A discussion related to ongoing aspects of your work jri the
NON.

COLUMN II: A discussion related to new ideas and new school practices.

COLUMN III: A discussion about topics not directly related to your work.
,51=10. 1

We are interested in finding out from whom you sought and/or received information
about these communication topics -- this could have been on a face-to-face basis,
by telephone, or by written memo.

INDICATE THE FREQUENCY WITH WHICH YOU HAVE COMUNICATED ;v.r:H EACH PEFSC.7
TEE LIST ABOUT EACH TOPIC, WHERE:

0 = no communication about that topic within ta last three years

1 = about once a year

2 = about once a month

3 = about once a week

4 = about once a day

COLUMN IV: In the far right-hand column, we would like you to indicate
whether, in your judgment, a given individual is an opinion
leader in the NON. If you think some person is an opinion
leader (e.g., influences the ideas used, structures devised,
priorities established, awards distributed, etc.), just put a
check in the space adjacent to this Individual's name, whether
or not you communicate with the person directly.Ma, M

Although this may seem like a formidable task, it can be done quickly.

You won't have communicated with every person on the list, ,c many names will

be left blank. This list is Grganized by type of person (SFs, 0 /Os, TAB co-

ordinators, Ed Material staff, Federal personnel, Regional Department of Edu-

cation Dissemination staff, and "Others ".) The lists are alphabetized within

these groupings. I recommend that you first briefly scan the list; to see

who's on each one and then pass carefully through each section, providing the

information as required.
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NON Loftus lnstruus,nt

Page S

DIRECTIONS .
COLUMN DEFINITIONS

MINN I: Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your work
with the NON

COLUMN 11: Discussion about new
ideas or new school
practices

COLUMN Ell: Discussion about topics
unrelated to your work
(e.g.. social)

CONTACT EsTINATEs

1. At least once a year

2. At least once a month

3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

More than once a day

ilp NO EoNNuNicATIoN, PLEASE LEAVE
BLANK.

sz

1 II ill IV
Communicate

about NY NON

Communicate

about MEVMU
. cate

about SOUR
opEREON LUMP
IPTWICWra
in the correct
space.

PLEA= SIGN YOUR NAmElaWS
W11 TOPICS

STATE FACILITATORS
FREQUENCY laAmount Amount Amount

Charles Achilles Tennessee

Glen Arrants, North Carolina Facilitator Center

Peter Bachmann, Delaware

Ira Berkman, California

Richard Barnes. North Carolina Facilitator Center

Gordon Behm, Ohio

Olendoa Belden. New HalTshire

Phyllis Betz, Virgin Islands

Jerome Brock. Mississippi

Maxine Brown, Northeast Reg. Ed. Cen., North Carolina

Travis Brown, Reg. XVII Ed. Ser. ten., Texas

James Buckner, South Carolina

Frank Buell, Reg. XI Ed. Ser. ten., Texas

Robert Byrd, SW Facilitator Ser., North Carolina

Betty Child, Reg. XX Ed. Ser. Cen., Texas

James Christianson. N. and Cent. Minnesota Facil. Prof.

Deborah Clemmons. Michigan

John Collins, Massachusetts

Jim Connett, Kansas

William Connett. Montana

Madelyn Cooke, Reg. 11 Ed. Ser. Cen., Texas

Samuel Corsi. New York

Bill Currie, New Jersey

Brenda Bail, Cent. Reg. Ed. ten.. North Carolina

67
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NNICensus instrument
Page 6

DIRECTIONS

COLUMN DEFINITIONS

COLUMN I: Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your work
with the NON

COLUMN II: Discussion about new
ideas or new school
practices

COLONY III:, Discussion about topics
unrelated to your work
(e.g., social)

[

CON TAIT Er.IIMATES

1. At least once a year

2. At least once a month

3. At least once a week

4. At least (mice a day

S. More than mire a day

IF No CuarloNICATION, PLEASE LIM

KAU.

63
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P" i .....
i1 t At-

toomuxIcate

about NT NON

Cummulgicate

about NEII

IDEAS

Communicate

about SOCIAL
OPINION LEADEN?
;Place a check

MOAN TOPICS in the correct
%glace.)

STATE FACILITATORS
FREQUENCY

moat Amount 4 Amount

Margaret Faber, Reg. I (O. Sir. ten., Texas
-

Grace Fairlie, New York

Jose Figueroa, Puerto Rico

Patrick Flanagin, Arkansas

Robert Francist_New jersey

George Glasrud. Wisconsin

Mary Gunter, Arkansas

R. Meade Guy, Alabama

William Halliern, New York

IIIIIR . 0 Hart en Mar land

Carrie Miler Reo. XIII (O. Ser. Cen.1_Texas

Amy Neintt, Nevada

Hear Helms North Carolina Division of Development

. Charlie Henderson, Reg. 1V (O. Ser. ten.. Texas

ter° Hendricks R . VIII (O. Ser. ten., Texas

Foster Hoff,. New York

Wooten Hultt Reg. xy (O. Ser. ten., Texas

Gene Johnson, Wand ten. Minnesota Facilitator Project

/Evelyn Jones, New York

'Hugh Jones, Pennsylvania

India Lynn King, Georgia

JOavid

Robert King,. Hew York

Lily allot. New Mexico

H4101 lanueis, North Dakota C.)
Deane Lassmon, si Minnesota facilitator Project

tolstromi_lows --.i



NUN Census Instrument

Page 7

DIRECTIONS

cOLUmN DEFINITIONS

COLUMN 1: Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your work
with the NON

,A1LUMN Ir. Discussion about new
ideas or new school
practices

COLUMN Discussion about topics
unrelated to Your work

(e.g., social)

CONTACT ESTIMATES

I. At least once a year

2. At least once a month

3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

S. Nbre than once a day

IF NO COMMUNICATION, PLEASE LEAVE
BLANK.

I II III IV
riiiunicate

about AY MON
Communicate
about MN
IDEAS

Communicate

about SOCIAL
OPINION LEADER?
(Place a check
in the correct
space.)

MORK TOPICS

STATE FACILITATORS
FREQUENCY

Amount Amount -Mount

Jim Linder, Virginia

Ted Lindley, Idaho

Kenneth Lindsay, Utah

Robert Maniss, Reg. XIV Ed. Ser. Cen. , Texas

Patrick Martin, Texas Ed. Agency

Martin McConnell,_lennessee

George McDonough, Rhode Island

Carolyn McNally. Connecticut

Shirley Menendez Illinois

Kellett Min, Hawaii

Sara Murphy, Arkansas

Ted Newell, Indiant

Joseph O'Brien, Vermont

James Owens, Louisiana

Mike Owens, Reg. Vii Ed. Ser. Cen., texas

John Padgett, Kentu4ky

May Lou Palmer, Nebraska

Eleanor Peck, New York

Dick Pedee, Oregon

Richard Peterson. ESCU Office. Minpelotalacil. Prot,

Art Phillipl,_Reg IX Ed. Ser. Cen., Texas

Dill Powell, Reg. III Ed. Ser. Cen., Texas

Robert Raub New York

__1142Reiribldst,Rej. XIII id. Ser. Cen , Texas

RosemarjOichards, Reg. XII Ed Ser. Cen. Texas

David Robinson, 11, 111. Arkansas



1104 Census instrument

Page S

OIRECT1ONS

COLWA Purmirroms

MOW I: OiStonito out ongoing
aspects of 'our work
with the NON

CRUM II: Discussion about new
ideas or new school

practices

COLIMA [lb Discussion about topics
unreWtd to your work
(e.g., social)

CoNTA7 at k4 f CS

1 At least once a year

2. At least once a month

3. At least once a week

I. At least once a day

S. More than once a day

1r N4 amoNAVICATION. PttASe LUv

NINA.

72

Eiiimn cote

about NY NON

i III iv
Communicate

about mem

Communicate

about SOCIAL
OP/R/00 LEADER?
(Place a cheek

MIRK IDEAS TOMS in the correct
space.

STATE FAC i L 1 TATORS
FRECRENCT

Amount Amount Amount

Sylvia Rodriguez. Puerto Rico

Jolene Schulz. Missouri

Allan Scott, Florida

Bob Shaft. Maine

Jack Sheitonk_fig. FIE RVi Ed. Ser. Cen., Texas

Collet* Simmons. Reg. V Ed. Ser. Cen , Texas

Alan Sinclair, Rhode island

Xenneth Smith, Oklahoma

Jenny Smith., West ViEginla

Richard Solomon, New York

Josephine Spaulding, So. Cen. keg. Ctr., No. Carolina

Charlene Se0.04IllILAYOldila_

lArthur Sullivan, New York

Carolyn Trohoski, Pennsylvania

Duane Webb Colorado

r---
Joe Webb SE Reg. lacilitotor Cen.. North Carolina

1. Leon Webb Arizona

Charles Wevd4.1tew York

Bill Whi:fiell4 Req. 0111 Ed. er.,.Cen. texas

Betty Williams. Alaska

Susan Williams, District of Colunbta

zeith Wright, NasipnIton...

!verett Unogtplood, Reg el id Ser fen., Texas



NDII Census Instrument
Page 9

DIRECTIONS

COW& I :

COLUNN DEFINITIONS

Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your work
with the NON

Discussion about new
ideas or new school
practices

Discussion about topics
unrelated to your work
(e.g., social)

COLUMN

COLO*/ III:

CONTACT EsTLWES

I. At least once a year

2. At :east once a month

3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

5. More than once a day

1...IF NO COmMUMICATION, PLEASE LEAVE

BLANK.

4

III IV
Communicate

about NY 'Dm
Communicate

about NEW

I

Communicate

about SOCIAL

e nglOg LEADER?

(Place a check
WORK IDEAS TOPICS in the correct

sP4Se.)

DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATORS
'FREQUENCY

Amount / Amount Amount

Judith Alamprese: N.V. EXTERNAL H.S. DIPL. PROJ.

4
Peggy Albrecht: PRECISION TEACHING PROJECT

Jeanette Alder: INOIV. LANGUAGE ARTS

Oarve1 Allred: MATCHING ATTITUDES

Donald Aiwes: RE -ED SCHOOL OF KENTUCKY

Terry Applegate: CRITICAL ANALYSIS & 'DUNKING

Ruth Arnaud: PROJECT LEARNING DISABILITIES

Sherry Avena: MODEL CLASSROOMS

Ralph Bailey: CHILD STUDY CENTER and DEVELOPMEOTAL PLAY

,Dorothy Barber: TRENTON FOLLOW THROUGH

Dianne Barr-Cole: INDIV. BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION

RayOeck: PRECISION TEACHING PROJECT

IBetty Benjamin: ADDED DIMENSIONS

Mirjorie Benz: BASIC SKILLS IN READING

Diane Bert: PARENT READINESS E0. PROJECTf
PhYlliLflig Left Hand: N. CHEYENNE FOLLOW THROUGH

iolgie Binford: RICHMOND FOLLOW THROUGH

Marie Blackburn: SIMS

W. C. Blackmore: PROJECT READING IMPOMMENT

Wes Bodin; RELIGION In HUMAN CULTURE

Ro alinda BoniTla- CORPUS CHRISTI FOLLOW THROUGH

Joan Bonsness: NORTHWEST SPECIAL EDUCATION

Harry Bowen: WAUKEGAN FOLLOW THROUGH

Olivia Braun: STRAT. IN EARLY CHIt00040 EDUCATION

Jeanette Brown: AKRON FOLLOW THROUGH

Judy grown: Al PMAPMONICS



NON Census Instrument
Page 0

DIRECTIONS

COLUMN OLTINITIONS

COLONN I: Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your work

with the NON

COLUMN II: Discussion about new
ideas or new school
practices

COLUMN ill: Discussion about topics
unrelated to your work
(e.g., social)

CONTACT e5T1M4rLS

I. At least once a year

2. A4 least once a month

1. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

S. More than once a day

fr NO COMMUNICATION. !'LEASE LLAVt

WANK.

1 t

GMHTicate
about SOCIAL

OPIIII:LEADEN?!toomunilate
(about sir NON

tommunicate

about 11811 (Place a check
mONK IDEAS TOPICS in the correct

space.)

DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATORS FREQUENCY
Amount Amount Amount

Ernest Burk an: ISIS

Ed Cammack: PROGRAMED TUTORIAL READING

Esther C ell: AIRS

Martha Carr: MATTESON 40

Sally_Jo Case: PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION

1 Carita Chapman: INTENSIVE READING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 1

-harem Chatham: ESPERIENCE-BASED CAREER EDUCATION, FUL

_ _ Bessie Chuniey-Jones: INDIANAPOLIS FOLLOW THIN

Anna Cimochowki: HIT

' lom Clark: PROJECT SKI*111

$ Jane Connett: PROJECT PEEP

i Linda Creech: PROJECT EQUALITY

a

t Lucille Cummings: PROJECT CONQUEST

Ron Curtis: PROJECT DISCOVERY uod MEOIA NOW

. Stewart Darrow: IND. SCIENCE INST. SYSTEM

Karen Davis: RUTLAND CENTER

Allen Dornself: MATTESON 40

June 0ougIps: WEEKSVIllE FOLLOW THROUGH

Amanda My: LEFLORE COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH

%Inc Evans: SCHOOL HEALTH CURRIC. PROD.

Ed Erar INDIVIDUALIZED tANGUAGE ARES

Nathan Farber: EARLY CIIIICM000 PREVENTIVE CURRICULUM

Nom, Feldhetm: MEUP/VIP

marl Alice Felletsen: PROJECT COPE

Margaret Fenn: AtIERNATE LEARNING PROJECT

Doane Flint. PROGRAMED TUTORIAL READING



NON Census Instelownt
Page 11

DIRECTIONS

LWOW PiriVIV.ON1

etILINO I: Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your work
with the NON

.eaumm II: Discussion about new
ideas or new school
practices

COLUMN III: Discussion about topics
unrelated to Your work
(e.g., social)

CONTACi .U'INAUS

T. At least once a year

2. At feast once a month

3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

5. More than once a day

IF NO CONICATION, PLUX LL.Wb
&ANA.

7

,

----r-----11

about MY NSW
Whit

Town c
about Neil

INA.:

III IV

ate
about SOCIAL
TOPICS

OPINION LEADER?
illace aErolck
in the correct
space.)

DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATORS
manNo,

Amount Amount Amount

Karen ruko: POLLUTION CONTROL ED. C1MER

Joel Geller. PROJECT HEAR
...

Dill Gibbons: HOSTS

Glossa: LEARNING TO REMO BY RtADING_,Philip

Debru Glowinski CAOPP

Art Go'dhaamer: (COS TRAINING INSTIIUTE

,--.

,____

Jeanne Gray: GAMES CHILDREN PLAY

JOH Guise: PROJECT ECOLOGY

Peter Hainsworth: PROJECT ERIN

.

Canna Hafts. U-SAIL

Marvin Haamerback: PROJECT SHARE

Michael Hanes. COGNITIVELY ORIENT. PRESCHOOL

Harbor.) Hanson: PIMA CO. CAREER GUIDANCE

fay Harbison. PROJECT CATCH-UP

Alta Harness- CONCEPTUALLY ORIENTED MATHEMATICS

Phillip Harris: PROGRAMMED TUTORIAL READING

Jean Hauser PROJECT CREATION
PAG. WITC-4im powNrrtill. 4.t

Alice Hayden COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM%

Herold Hendrrson: EXPERIENCE-BASED CAREER (00JCAIION,All

Matthew Nictu: PROJECT KARI .

'aura Higgins. [. TRAINING INSIMIE

0.1,41 Hillman: LIARNING TO HEAD BY RIADINc

Kartelyn Hohhs RIAOING/INGIISH ROTAlloN MACE

John H0111E10.4.1. MAMS-GAMIS-TOURNANIN: 79
,14inejLfl9w01.._ TEAM ORI1N110 EORRECTIvf READING

RosemaryilowEll: GLASSBORO R101E-TO-READ PROJECT



NMI Census Instrumeht
Page 12

DIRECTIONS .

COLUMN I:

COLUMN DEFINITIONS

Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your work

with the NON

Discussion about new
ideas or new school
practices

Discussion about topics
unrelated to your work
(e.g., social)

COWIN II.

COLUMN III:

MOTACT ESTIMATES

I. At least once a year
A

g. At least once &month

3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

5. More than once a day

!ENO COMMUNICATION, PLLASE LEAVE

NANA.

- 8u

---------cr

I 11 111I Iv
tommunicete
about NV ADO
NOUN

Caraunicati
about NOV
IDEAS

Comniffeati
about SOCIAL.

op/d/ON LWOW"
(Place a check
to the correct
space.)

TOPICS

DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATORS
FRE Nell

-....A-.

op mount
r-
Roland Huber: ELEMENTARY METRIC PROJECT

.

,Rettp_Ite_i: MOM. Of CHILD °RAJAH&

,Carol Jackson: PROJECT NOME SASE .

_--

Geraldine Jenkins: E. ST. LOUIS DIRECT INSTRUC.

June Johnson: NEW ADVENTURE

Chris Jones: ONIUOSWN

Martin Jones: OAKLAND FOLLOW THROUGH ,

Karen Judith's: PROM/Ito TUTORIAL READING

oludy Judy: EARLY PREVENTION Of SCHOOL FAILURE

John Kackley: POSITIVE ALTERNATIVES

, Mary Ann Kaczmar: DISCOVERY THROUGH READING

Jon Kaiser: VOCATIONAL READING POWER

Merle Karnes: PEECH

Artie Kearney: ME/ME DRUG PREVEN11ON

Verne Kelly: PROJECI 1C-E

Wallace Kennedy: UNIIMI ARTS PPOGRAN

Ruth Christmas {Migrant/I SCHOOL 33 BRONX

Deborah o'ngi DEVELOPING MOMS FOR SPIC.40.

Susan itoen: PROJECT REAL

John Lavender: OCCUPATtONAL VERSAlltill

Jeanne tel PROJECT CAP

Robert lent:: PROJECT ADVENTURE

Steil& Sew's: "GAMS {1111DREN PLAY"
.

YIP.I!!!4 i!?I' ..f141110 (011CA119! RI?9".Srt/t

W!IT pan latle: CI INCH -P010111 ID. COOP.

,
--

Id 19,12. PI °PI I .



'

NOW Census Instrument

DIRECTIONS

COLUMN DEFINITIONS

COLONY 1: Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your work
with the NON

COLONY 11: Discussion about new
ideas or new SCh00i
practices

COLlhe III: Discussion about topics
unrelated to your work
(e.g., social)

CONTACT ESTIMATES

1. At least once a year

2. At least once a month

3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

S. More than once a day

IF NO CoN4UNIOATION, PLEASE LEAVE
PLANK.

82

1 V
'imam cate
about Al NON

Communicate

about NEV
IDZAS

ammo tate OPINION LEADER?
about SOCIAL {Place a check

WORK TOPICS in the correct
s ce.

DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATORS FREQUENCY

Amount 'Amount Amount

Mary Macloci: PROJECT SEAPORT

Marion Matelin: ECRI

Charles Mathews: PUPIL/TEACHER INTERACTION

Gloria Mattera: PROJECT CHILD

Lara o ED. LNUL

Michael Hello: PERSONNEL SERVICES

Richard Hetteer: PROJECT SUCCESS SLP CHILD

____tyrolyn Morphy: SEQUENTIAL PHYSICAL ED.

Oan Moss: METRICS MADE EASY

.

CharlesllUrphy: POLLUTION CONTROL ED. CENTER

Thomas Nagel: SIGMA

IJim Neeley: CAIC UP - KEEP UP

Dorothy Neff: DISCOVERY THROUGH READING

BerrAdette O'Brien: TITLE I CHILDREN'S PROGRAM

Eileen Ostergaard: VOCATIONAL READING POWER

Alien Ouellette: ST. JOHN VALLEY BILINGUAL

Martha Owens: EVERY CHILD A WINNER

Charles Pelan: POSITIVE ATTITUDE TOWARD LEARN.

Pauline Peraz:o: PROJECT R-3

Annie Ruth Perryman:PROJELT MARC

June Poleski: ECRI

Iiieleu

David Randall: SICONDARY CREDIT EXCHANGE PROGRAM

!thud Reid. EXEMPLARY CENTER FOR READING INSTRUClION

Reichnon: CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER

'Jane Richardson: COMPUTER-C M:0 PLAN RESOURCE R 3

I

--,
Andre. ROSS: SCHOOL VOLUNTEER DEVELOP. PROJ. ,



et

oildt Census Instrument

Page 14

DIRECTIONS

COLUMN DEFINITIONS

COLUMN Is Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your work
with the NEM

COLUMN II: Discussion about new
ideas or new school
practices

COLUMN III: Discussion about topics
,nrelated to your work
(e.g, social)

CONTACT ESTImATES

I, At least once a year

2. At least once a month

3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

S. Mort than once.a day

IF ,W) CoMMUNICATION, PLEASE ttAve
nANk.

84

I II Ill Ill

allunicate
about MI ADM
woft

Communicate

about NEW
IDEAS

Communicate

about SOCIAL
TOPICS

OPINION LIAM?
(Place a check

in the correct
space-)

DEVELOPER /DEMONSTRATORS
R EQUE CY

Amount AmounNt Amount

III1John Ross: PROJECT EQUALITY

John Rowe: CURRIC. FOR MEET. MODERN PROBS.

Matthew Scalia: DIAGNOSTIC PRESCRIPTIVE ARUM.

Sue Schillinger: FOCUS DISSEMINATION PROJECT

Ben Schofield: PROGRAMED TUTORIAL REAPING

Arlene Scher: PERCEPTION*

Robert Schram*: STRATEGUS IN EARLY COILOW000 EDUCATION

Robert Scobie: PROJECT REAL

Leontine Scott: 7HILADESPHIA FOLLOW THROUGH

. Louise Sears: TITLE I REMEDIAL REAPING PROD.

Donald Sension: DEMONSTRATION EVALUATION CENTER

Sentowskl: ADULT PERFORMANCE LEVEL PROJ.IAlan

Mom Sharpe: SIAM

David Shearer: PORTAGE PROJECT

Elaine Shelton: "tit' illatreilS111(111111.THE
Audrey Sir ,ens- Martin: DEAF EARLY (O. PROJECT

Marie Sinclair: PEGASUS-PACE

Robert Slavin: STUDENT TEAM LEARNING

Corinne Smith. URI

lee 5.moth: 11(1.1410N IN HUMAN CULTURE

Kathryn/. Sowirsil. A CHANCE FOR EVERY CHILD

Betty Spoon' PROJECT CONgUEST

Carl Spencer: PROM(' ONSTROCT

H nark Stanwood EISMIRE PRMIET

Gilbert Stevenson. CIMS

Roberta Stoles: TALK l
.



NON Censininstrianek----
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DIRECTIONS

COLUMN WINITIoNS

COLUMN l:

COLUMN

Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your work
witn the NON

II, Discussion about new
ideas or new school
practices

COLUMN ill: Oiscussion about topics
unrelated to your work
(e.g.. social)

CONTACT ESTIMATES

1. At least once a year

2. At least once a month

3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

5. More than once a day

IP NO COmmuNicATioN, PLEASE WIT
BLANK.

86

DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATORS

Communicate
about MY NNN
WORK

7anount

II III

Communicate Ammon cake OPINION LEADENT
about NEW .about SOCIAL (Place a check
/WAS 'rams In the clrrect

space.)

FREQUENCY

Mount

Louise Stern: INSTITUTE POLITICAL/LEGAL El).

Clarence Stone: HIT: HIGH INTENSITY TUTORING

Mount

Hattie Story: KANSAS CITY FOLLOW THROUGH

Dorothy Strong: PRE-ALGEBRA DEVELOPMENT CENTERS

Mary Ann Swanson: VOCATIONAL READING POWER

lorry Piazza Templeman: TEACHING RESEARCU

Frank Thompson: /COS TRAINING INSTITUTE

Candace Tobin: BASIC

lreaster: PRIOR

Nick Topouais: CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Rick Tully: PROJECT KARE

Thomas Vodola> PROJECT ACTIVE

lone Waite: TULARE FOLLOW THROUGH

linda Waitkus: NEW JERSEY WRITING PROJECT

Sara Waldrop: TALENTS UNLIMITED

Kitty Wallen: INSTITUTE POLITICAL /LEGAL ED.

Ron Ward: COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOt MATH.

See Ward: PROGRAMMED TUTORIAL REAO1N6

Bob War inski: PROJECT IC-E

Willetta Weatherford: DAYTON DIRECT INSTRUCTION

Wide Rosen: i:ARNCYCLE

luceille Werner: EARLY PREVENT. Of SCHOOL FATIURE

Herbert White FAIITORNIA MINI CORPS

Linda Wilson MAMMA (HIED SERVICI

'Marlon Wilson. PARENT-THIO TARTY CO. PROGRAM

---1_Maurine Wieder:ton: ECRI--- __



r

Oki Census InStrumeht

Patie 16

rOLUNN VEFINITIONS
.

DIRECTIONS

OMAN I:, Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your work

with the NUN

Mom II: OISCUSSieft about new
ideas or new school

practices

COLVNN Discussion about topics
unrelated to your work
(e.g., social)

CoNT4ct ESTIN4rLS

1. At least once a year

2. At least once a month

3. At least once a wed,

4. At least once a day

S. More than once a day

IF NO U.IMABVICATION, PLEASE LEAVE

bi.IMK.

83

I II I 111 TI
gPINION LE4OVNICommunicate

about NY NON
Communicate
about mCV
!PEAS

Communicate
about ,SOCIAL, (Place a check

in the correct

APAce.)

moNN TOPICS,

./iVELOPER/DEMONSTRATORS
FREQUENCY

/moot Amount Amount

Marion Williams: FtINT FOLLOW THROUGH PROJCCI

Dorothy Winter: WATERLOO FOttOW THROUGH

Elaine Wray: FAMILY 0111. STRICT. PRLSCH. ACTIVITY

Dallas Workman: PROGRAMMED TUTORIAL READING

Moms 2uhlke: ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT

8`j



NON Census Instrument
Pane 1/

01RECIIONS

I

COLUMN DEFINITIONS

COLUMN I:. Discussion about ongoing
aspects of ycnir work
with the NON

COLUMN Its Discussion about new
ideas or new school
practices

COLUMN Illy Discussion about topics
unrelated !o your work

(e.g., social)

CONTACT ESTIMATES

1. At least once a year

2. At least once a month

3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

S. More than once a day

IF NO COMNICATION, PLLA:X LEAVE
1144NK.

I I II Ill
Communicate

about SOCIAL

IV

OPINION LEADERACommunicate 'Communicate

about NY NUN about NEN TPTiErragarl
in the correct
space.)ril

IDEAS

FREONEK

TOPICS

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS/SUPPORT CENTER Amount ' Amount Amount

Karen Aziz, far west lab

Sharon Entwistle, far itc.t lab

Paul Mood, Far West lab
---,

Janice Hunt, Far West tab

Jan Kanzaki, far West lab
-...,

Otane McIntyre, Far West tab

Shirley_Nelll, Far West lab
i

Fred Rusenau, Far Wes: tab

Oavid Stucky, far West Lab
;



NUN (tow. Ilistlumkat
Page 18

DIRECTIONS

Wixom DEFINITIONS

COLUMN I: OiStuSSion about ongoing
aspects of your work
with the NON

COLUMN : Discussion about .uew

ideas or new school

practices

COLumC III: Discussio about topics
unrelatel to your work
(e.g.. social)

Conk, ('Ter ESTIMATES

1. At leas' once a year

2. At least cote a month

3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

S. More than once a day

IF Ao(loevAlcATION, PLLASC LEAVE
0LANK.

92

1 j it ill IV
--

Communicate
about NI' NVN

ommunicate
about NEW

IDEAS

Communicator,

about SOCIAL
MINIM LEAVER?
1P14ce 4 check
In the correct
space.)

WORK TOPICS

TE CHN I CAL. ASS I STANCE BROKERAGE
FREQUENCY

--FrAnn Sennett. Texas 1611 IV

1111

1111

Judy Grown, Earliest 1511 V

Dennis Collins RSU 1

IIIMar

IIIEllen

Ann tachat COLA CSU

Meier. R$u III

Maril n Nusumecl, CAPLA TAB (SU

IIILucy Nishikuni, RSII V

Gary Pee!ley. RSV II

Swim itteman,_R$u IV

93



Iu

OIRICIIONS

COLUMN I.

COLUMN

corPMN Prriwirivs:

Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your Ark
with the NOB

Discussion about new
ideas or new school

practices

Discussion about topics
unrelated to your work
(e.g.. social)

COLIN,' lit:

CONfAcT

1. At least once a year

Z. At least once a month

3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

S. More than once s day

Ir NO tommUNICATION. PLLO:,E LiolL

'MUNE.

c
I

aiWWITTarCummunicate
about NY NpN
WORK

11

about NEN
IL OS

III V
Communicate
about SOCIAL

OPINION LEADEN?
(Place a char
in the correct
space.)

TOPICS

OTHERS
. FRIOUfNCV

Amount iiiiiunr---t

Whoa Rally. Colorado SF Office

Adrianne (lank, Center for the Study of Evaluation, UCLA

Oick Brickizy, Pennsylvania State Facilitator Protect Z.

David Crandall. The WINORK. Mess.

Everett Cdington, Rural Clearinghouse of ERIC

Joho fortch John fmrick Associates

Dm Erickson. Carly C.. idhood Clearinghouse

Fred Fifers TAB Consultant
Univ. of-Tiaas,

Gene Hall, Research and Oevelopment Center

Susan Narris. Ed. Advisory Board. Ihe NfIWORK

feed Mayen, 16 fliCoiNGf Univ. of minnesota

Ihel itocherl_ NI(

-Univ. of relies.

Sue toucks, Research and Development Center
SoiliTlience Consortium,

Iry MOrristtte Boulder Colorado

.lean plaritynan Horace Mann Center 160(

Ivelyn(20(41, Now Jersey State Dept. of fducatoon

!tarry Os nod. ACES. Conne:ticut State facilitator Projec

Ralph Parothj_Consultant

_

Maynard Reynolds, OniverSity_01 Minnesota

iin!y Snioiran., reolr for the Study_ ni (valual soni Uri A

Rein s t Alt to.i 1, Ket i 95----

YrIl 1:!°1":99. iv441411°P (41nultd9t.t..14M( ___k _

,..

'.tan ytottilwad. Nedia Contultamt '



lxui ttleAS inStrumod
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OIRECTIONS

MUM, UM1017100.1

CAONS Oiscussion about ongoing
aspects of your wort
with the NON

atlas Oiscussion about new
ideas or new school
practices

CQUION lit: Discussion about topics
unrelated to your work
(e.g., social)

Corbtrr 0:710,11PS

1. At 'east once a year
2. At least once a month
3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day
S. Nore than once a day

1r 110 ammitICArloN, 110:150. 1.1411'

wax ww.mi - amr war a.amer

96

1 11 IV
COmounicate
about N, NM

Como IOU
Meant REV

Coamigratte
about SO
MECO

OPOZON LUND?
irlace a check
10 the Cerreet
space.)

WORXr..... Ma

US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
FREQUENCY

Mount *mount Amount

Jaws Ave*, Senior Otftusion Specialist, OER

Anne Barnes, °illusion Specialist, OER

. Jams Setter, °illusion Specialist, P.I1

Ann lieviek, Project Officer, 0E0 . .

t Miriam Carlini., Senior Diffusion Specialist, OER

Ellen Cteh, Program Assistant, OEN

Marry Devaney, Deputy Oirector, OEN

Wets Edmonds, °illusion Specialist, OEN

John Evans. Assistant Commissioner, OED

l Richard Fairigy, Assistant Commissioner, Title i

'`Setts Foos. Senior °illusion Specialist

' Pat Gore. Project Officer, Follow Through

Narty__Gotowala. Policy Fellow, KR

Wiliam Gruver, Senior Diffusion Specialist, KR

. Bill Norris. Priori. Specialist

Sid Nigh, Oirector. Career Education Proem

William photo. Senior Diffusiob Specialist, OER

Hattie Jackson. Diffusion Specialist. 111Di
Mary Karavasilis , Junior Validation Specialist. 0E11

Drew lobby. Senior Diffusion Specialist, UR

_lielenNrArthur

___:

, Dissemination So:utilise. lithe I

.LE DcAurtrr Priori,* Ass IS Witt , 111.11

Filthy His Implode . Program ASs iS taut , in It

Liqte 14u9Dy.trilotIty lona*, OM

rantew 11010$ , Senior Do i lesion Spet mint , in It

nirtk, I I 2 , L t e l .1 I LSI:tier 11* i i uS tun Silt:11 altst DIE

-7-717-111=Mr-7!allMR1---

a



NON Cvn -.us Ihstrument

Page 21

DIRECTION!

COLUMN DEFINITIONS

COLUMN I: Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your work
with NON

COLUMN II: Discussion about new
ideas or new school
practices

COLUMN III: Discussion about topics

unrelated to your work
(e.g., social)

CONTACT EZ41MATES

1. At least once a year

2. At least once a month

3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

S. More than once a day

If NO COMMUNICATION, ',LEASE LAVE
SLANE.

98

II 1 III iv .

'opENR:oAmmon-kite
about NY NON

Commealcatt
about NEW

Cammvatcate

about SOCIAL

Loom
(Place a check
to the correct
Noce.)

MASK IDEAS ZeM.S

US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
FREQUENCY

Amount Amount Amount

IBill Swan. Pro ect Officer, OEN i

Don Twiford.Chief. Facilitation Drench, DER f

Lew Walker. thief. Devel. and Inst. Branch, DER

t Lee Wickline. Acting Director, DER

Thomas Wikstrom. Senior Diffusion Specialist

Allen Wills. Project Officer, Follow Through1Rosemary Wilson, Director, Follow Througn

99



$01 Leoun tomtruweot
Peje 12

DIRECTIONS

Maus BEYINITIONS

MUM 1: Discussion about ongoing
aspects of your work
with the NON

cOuso 11: Discussion about new
ideas or new school
practices

COUAMM III: Discussion about topics
unrelated to you woe.
(e.g., social)

cOsrrer WIMATCS

I. At least once a year

2. At least once a month

3. At least once a week

4. At least once a day

S. More than once a day

IP MO CoMMOMICATICk PLEAMLLUt
MUM

100

I 1 111
Name ca e
about er

. ca
about NW

ca
oboe( XX/
TOPICS

0P1111018 WPM?
place a check
10 the cornet
woe. 1

_j_em
MK

E 6 I ONAL DI SSEMINAT LON SEECIALLSTS 0-----1----knova
Fat'

Harold Nowell NIP be ion XI

Nicholas liondrogest. OVEN Ilegion I

Edward lorsh HOED Ile ion VIII

John Lou e 10CP Neios 110 .

lobed Rodieord,AOSIAltlion X

M. Roberts Richmond, IOU, Region ill

John Sasuta.VOIP. 0,91001 V

Naroll Smith. NOES. 119Iim II

rren la, in MEP. legion IX

ores Noy. *MP. legion VII

101
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page 23

Anybody else with whom you communicate about these topics, or recognize as a leader?

omwnicate
bout NY NON
ORN

II
Connwnicate
about NEW
IDEAS

iii lif

FREQUENCY

CANiounicate OPINION LEADER?.
about SOCIAL 1Piarem cnecic
TOPICS in The correct

space.)



/

1

S.

Appendix B

Table A

Raw and Converted (x) Ranks - Individual's Goals

1. Improve student
attitudes toward
learning

2. Improve teacher
attitudes toward
teaching

3. Assure the use of
alternative practices
and materials by
teachers

_ -

4. Monitor and evaluate
the effectiveness of
dissemination process

5. Increase local
educators' awareness
of the availability
of alternative
practices and
materials

6. Develop alternative
practices and
materials for
elementary and
secondary schools

7. Improve communica-
Lions among educators

8. Raise achievement
scores

9. Increase the
adoption of alterna-
tive practices and
materials

10. Build communication
dissemination
contractors

All
Federal
Staff D/Ds SFs

Technical
Assistants

(1) (1) (1) (4) (9)
4.5 4.5 3.6 5.10 7.8

(3) (4) (2) (3) (8)
4.7 5.5 4.1 4.8 6.5

(6) (8) (6) (7) (6)
6.3 6.1 6.3 6.8 5.6

(8) (6) (9) (10) (5)
7.0 5.5 7.2 7.7 5.3

(2) (3) (4) (1) (1)

4.6 5.3 5.5 3.1 3.5

(11) (11) (10) (12) (10)

8.0 8.0 7.3 9.5 7.7

(10) (10) (11) (6) (4)

7.3 7.6 8.0 6.6 5.1

. (7) (2) (7) (9) (11)
6.9 4.8 6.7 7.6 9.0

(5) (6) (5) (5) (2)

5.7 5.9 6.0 5.3 5.0

(12) (12) (12) (11) (7)
9.2 8.8 9.9 9.1 5.9
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Appendix B

Table B

Raw and Converted (x) Ranks - Perceived Federal Goals

All
Federal
Staff D/Ds SPs

mM

Technical
Assistants

1. improve student
attitudes toward
learning

2. improve teacher

(11)

7.8

(12)

(6)

6.3

(9)

(10)

7.7

(12)

(12)
e.13

(10)

(10)
7.7

(9)
attitudes toward 8.1 7.2 8.2 8.6 7.6
teaching

3. Assure the use of (4) (4) (6) (5) (3)
alternative practices 6.3 5.5 6.7 6.2 5.3
and materials by
teachers

4. Monitor and evaluate (5) (8) (4) (4) (7)
the effectiveness of 6.4 7.0 5.3 4.5 6.1
the dissemination
process

5. Increase local
educators' awareness
of the availability
of alternative
practices and
materials

6. Develop alternative
practices and
materials for
elementary and
secondary schools

7. improve communication
among educators

8. Raise achievement
scores

9. increase the
adoption of alterna-
tive practices
and materials

10. Build communication
among dissemination
contractors

(2) (2) (3) (2) (2)

4.3 5.3 4.8 4.3 4.5

(5) (10) (7) (6) (6)

1.8 7.2 7.0 6.3 6.0

(10) (11) (9) (11) (12)
7.8 7.4 7.3 8.7 8.5

(7) (2) (1) (7) (9)
6.53 4.8 4.1 7.0 5.6

(1) (6) (2) (1) (1)

4.2 5.9 4.7 3.9 3.4

(9) (12) (12) (7) (11)

7.7 8.8 8.3 7.0 8.1
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APPendix B
Table 8
Raw and Converted (x) Ranks - Perceived Federal Goals

Page Two

11. Provide training and
technical assistance
to local schools

12. Replicate model
programs (achieve
*fidelity*)

All
Ftderal
Staff D/Ds srs

Technical
Assistants

(6) (5) (7) (7) (8)
6.5 5.0 6.5 7.6 6.9

(3) (9) (5) (2) (5)

4.8 6.4 5.8 4.4 5.8
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